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Introduction 

This thesis addresses the topic of African continental integration and United           

States foreign policy, specifically how the gradual achievement of the former impacts the             

interests of the latter, and how the US might derive the most benefit from relations with                

the Pan-African project. 

The topic first occurred to me in spring 2018, when I was a student in the study                 

abroad program at the University of Cape Town in South Africa. I was taking a class                

there called African Political Thought, which surveyed the development of political           

formations and philosophy on the continent from the precolonial era up through the             

post-independence present. Several of our class sessions mid-semester focused on the           

notion of political Pan-Africanism. At the time, I was familiar with Pan-Africanism as a              

cultural and artistic movement as represented by the Harlem Renaissance, reggae music,            

and the writings of W.E.B. Du Bois, but I had no idea the extent to which certain African                  

leaders have ambitiously tried to make the unitarian vision manifest in the political world.              

Such a thing tended not to be discussed in American political science classrooms. 

I listened, intrigued, as our lecturer spoke of a United States of Africa and the               

mechanisms that have been offered to achieve some form of it -- the African Union (AU),                

an African Common Market, constitutions for a continental government -- and the maps             

scholars and politicos had proposed as to what this formation might look like. Like most               

of us in the room -- including our lecturer -- I was skeptical that Africa as a single,                  

unified country would take shape any time soon, if at all. But as I mulled over what I had                   

learned on the last day of the unit on my walk home, I realized that any significant steps                  
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toward continental integration, especially as African countries gain in power and           

stability, would have outsized effects on world order and on the political behavior of the               

United States of America. I began to wonder what these effects would look like. 

Compounding my interest in the topic were the critical attitudes that many of my              

South African colleagues had of US foreign policy, especially of Washington’s behavior            

in Africa and the Global South. Having grown up in the wake of containment and the                

neoliberal “Washington Consensus” trade regime, they recognized the ways in which US            

activity had harmed the economic development and political culture of their continent.            

Taking a largely Marxist view of international relations, they viewed the US as a              

profit-motivated superpower that desired to keep Africa in a state of underdevelopment,            

facilitated by foreign aid mechanisms and narrative dialectics of dependence, so as to             

reap the maximum benefit from a mercantilist system of natural resource extraction.            

Several of my classmates in African Political Thought were avowed Pan-Africanists, and            

they suggested that US policy had made a concerted effort to keep Africa from              

effectively uniting into a single political entity, so as to keep it trapped in this system of                 

dependence. 

Having studied US foreign policy in detail back at Wheaton College, I was             

sympathetic to my classmates’ critiques of Washington’s Africa policy, but curious and            

somewhat skeptical about their analysis of the US’ motivations. For one, I understood             

state actors to be motivated by power rather than by profit, with US Africa policy being                

no different. What analytical references, then, inspired the view that the US would enact              

risky policies such as forced regime change in the name of economic gain rather than               
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realpolitik? I also wondered if the US really had actively opposed African integration at              

crucial junctures, such as the lead-up to the founding of the Organisation of African              

Unity in the early 1960s. What would such a dramatic position say about US Africa               

policy, both historical and current? Armed with a semester’s worth of questions, I began              

my research as soon as I got home from Cape Town. 

Both Africa and the US find themselves at crossroads in global politics. While             1

America is a country that has enjoyed hegemonic status since the end of World War II, it                 

has found itself in the thick of an increasingly multipolar world. Rattled by domestic              

political dysfunction, expensive and inconclusive wars, and a loss of public appetite for             

activist foreign policy, the US appears to be in a state of retrenchment as countries such                

as China, Russia, India, Turkey, and Brazil, as well as the European Union, gain in               

wealth and influence. Globalization, too, long a major vehicle of US influence, appears to              

be in retreat in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and rising protectionism among              

major actors. The question remains for US foreign policymakers as to when, where, and              

how much the US should try to oppose or accommodate rising powers and how it can                

continue to pursue its interests in a changing world. 

Meanwhile, in Africa, analysts have pointed to the continent’s economic and            

developmental “rise” since the early 2010s, which has been fueled by economic            

diversification, social entrepreneurship, and increasing political stability. This has led to           

1 I use “Africa” in reference to the various countries on the African continent for the sake of convenience 
and convention, warranted by their shared histories, interest in the Pan-African project, and approaches by 
US foreign policy -- but bearing in mind the often vastly different regional contexts on a landmass only 
slightly smaller than the surface of the moon. As they are members of the African Union, and many have a 
long history of support for continental unity, the African countries north of the Sahara with Arab majorities 
are included in the usage of “Africa” unless otherwise specified. 
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an average annual rate of GDP growth -- 4.8 percent from 2008 to 2013 -- that tops most                  

developed economies and accompanies exponential increases in foreign investment,         

especially from China (El-Erian 2013). While issues of poverty and corruption remain            

pressing, many African countries have been making significant inroads, and progress will            

only continue if current trends hold steady and efforts to combat inequality are             

implemented.  

Provided it continues apace, such progress might make the strongest African           

countries -- South Africa, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Egypt -- formidable actors in the multipolar             

world in their own right. But as efforts towards a consolidation of the African Union take                

shape -- such as the implementation of the African Continental Free Trade Area in 2019               

-- the US and rest of the world have every reason to reckon with the entire continent’s                 

geopolitical power, economic influence, and human capital as a combined whole. Indeed,            

in 2018, the former US Ambassador to the African Union, Reuben Brigety, wrote of the               

need for a US course correction in its Africa policy as the world becomes a more                

geopolitically competitive place. Specifically, he argued that Washington should begin          

“assessing […] multilateral partnerships in Africa to understand their impact on US            

interests,” and adjust its diplomatic strategy and development aid to accommodate           

integration initiatives (Brigety 2018, para. 14). 

Given the respective political positions of the US and Africa today, my thesis will              

attempt to answer the following questions: What is the past, present, and future of the               

United States’ interactions with the Pan-African project? What sorts of impacts would the             

trajectory of African unification have on American interests? And what should be the             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?7RZvEc
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xquwrP
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American response? In spite of Africa’s growing stature in the eyes of the wider world, to                

date there has been little attention paid to the topic of Pan-Africanism as a political reality                

in American international relations scholarship. The territory this project charts is largely            

brand-new. 

To address these questions, this thesis is divided into three main sections. The             

first presents the history of political Pan-Africanism, the African Union, and integration            

initiatives. The second narrates US relations with Africa up to and including the present              

day. The third will speculate on the future of the Pan-African project and its interactions               

with US interests in the short term. A shorter concluding section offers predictions about              

the long-term nature of the US-Africa relationship, taking into account the ever-changing            

nature of the global political environment. 

 

The History of Political Pan-Africanism 

My survey of Pan-Africanism begins at the movement’s intellectual and cultural           

beginnings in the 1800s, moving through Négritude and the Harlem Renaissance to the             

emergence of Pan-Africanism as a locus for the African and Caribbean countries’            

liberation from their European colonizers. The Pan-African Conferences and other events           

of the immediate post-World War II era are recalled as important events in the              

development of Pan-Africanism as a political concept among Africa’s elite. Significant           

attention is given to the philosophy of Kwame Nkrumah and the leaders of the              

Casablanca Group countries, who developed the Pan-African ideology into support for           

African political union as a means of liberating the continent from neocolonial influence             
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at the height of the Cold War. The Casablanca Group’s arguments are important because              

they defined the endpoint of African unity that continues to be articulated by             

Pan-Africanist leaders and the AU of today. 

The chapter continues with analysis of the lifespan of the Organization of African             

Unity (OAU), starting with its inception in 1963 as a compromise between the             

Casablanca Group and the gradualist Monrovia Group. The successes and failures of the             

OAU with respect to advancing African unity and power throughout its 40-year existence             

are examined and put into dialogue with the efforts of some Pan-Africanist leaders to              

expand the organization’s mandate. The ongoing influence of the numerous Regional           

Economic Communities on Africa’s political and economic landscape are also be           

analyzed. The section then outlines the creation of the AU and the clash of interests in its                 

formation, and how it has advanced the Pan-Africanist project. Mechanisms for           

integration on the basis of the AU, such as the African Continental Free Trade Area and                

Agenda 2063 are also scrutinized in the broader context of the Pan-Africanist legacy.             

Broadly, I conclude that independence-era Pan-Africanist ideology still holds         

considerable sway over African politics and continues to inform political behavior by            

state and superstate actors. Guided by this ideology, the AU’s long-term success or             

failure rests on its ability to implement its planned initiatives and on the political and               

economic strength of its members. A politically united continent, therefore, will become            

an increasingly viable possibility as the African nations continue on their current path             

towards stability and prosperity.  
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History of US Relations with Africa 

In this chapter, I present a history of US Africa policy, which includes the ways in                

which US interests, approaches, and philosophy with respect to the continent have            

changed over time and how they inform current strategy. My discussion begins with the              

1957 independence of Ghana and the subsequent wave of African decolonization. During            

this period, the US’ primary interest on the continent was routing Soviet influence among              

the nascent governments. At the same time, Washington attempted to ensure that the             

governments remained stable and instituted capitalist economies, maintaining a sufficient          

degree of distance from their former colonizers without disassociating entirely. This           

approach, which the US practiced throughout the Cold War as a component of its grand               

strategy of containment, often resulted in support for illiberal dictators who misused            

national development funds for their own aggrandizement, and for anti-communist rebel           

forces whose influence further destabilized already weak states. 

I conducted much of my research on the US’ Cold War-era Africa policy by              

consulting the Foreign Relations of the United States series, an exhaustive collection of             

declassified government documents curated by the US Department of State’s Office of            

the Historian. I chose this method because it allowed me to pick out threads of discussion                

among policymakers that specifically addressed the US’ response to Pan-Africanism,          

which is a somewhat marginal topic in most secondary narratives of US Africa policy.              

The positioning and frequency of these Pan-Africanism-centric documents allowed me to           

gauge their relative importance and place them within the wider historical context of             

African affairs and general US strategy. By reading letters, memos, and transcripts of             
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meetings between presidents, ambassadors, and other personnel, I was also able to glean             

the various factors motivating American policy choices. This offered me a much more             

lucid view into the sources of US statecraft than any secondary source could, and I feel                

that my thesis benefited greatly from this approach. 

The section continues to the immediate post-Cold War era, when the collapse of             

communism rendered containment moot. During this time, US Africa policy briefly           

shifted to an approach of robust political and military interventionism in support of             

human rights. This policy of “assertive multilateralism” lasted until 1993, when the            

bloody UNOSOM II mission in Somalia eroded the American public’s support for such             

an approach. This began a “retreat from Africa” that lasted until the early 2000s, when               

the War on Terror, increasing Chinese activity on the continent, and public outcry over              

the War in Darfur mandated the creation of the United States Africa Command             

(AFRICOM) in 2007 to combat extremism in North Africa and the Sahel and             

counterbalance China (Lawson 2007, 3). AFRICOM, as Abel Esterhuyse notes, was US            

foreign policy’s first long-term commitment to Africa, but its creation “[says] more about             

its [America’s] own fears and geostrategic position than about its interests in Africa,”             

which remain low and are largely apathetic about positive returns for Africa itself (2008,              

114). 

The historical survey concludes with the present state of US Africa policy during             

the Donald Trump administration. The key tenets of Trump’s policy, as articulated by             

then-National Security Advisor John Bolton, focus on redefining US-Africa relations in           

terms of bilateral partnerships, withdrawing support for UN and AU peacekeeping,           
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supporting regional players fighting terrorist activity, routing China, and fostering          

economic independence (Bolton 2018). In terms of national security, the Trump           

administration’s approach of fighting terrorism on a multilateral basis and countering           

China is very similar to that of the Obama and Bush administrations before it. In terms of                 

“soft politics,” however, the withdrawal from peacekeeping and from engagement with           

regional organizations is indicative of the Trump administration's broader policy of           

retrenchment. 

 

The Future of the US and Pan-Africa 

The third chapter and concluding chapter of my thesis predict how the trajectory             

of African integration (established in the first chapter) will be received and reacted to by               

the US in the short term and the long term, respectively (drawing from the conclusions of                

the second chapter). I define the “short term” as the period within the next couple               

decades, when most current factors in international politics remain the same as they are              

today. In this period, I predict that the US is still a superpower, albeit a declining one, and                  

its interests on the African continent remain the same. The African Union will have              

progressed along the “integration ladder” but not to the point of complete political union.              

It will also face many of the same challenges on the continent that it currently does:                

poverty, instability, underdevelopment, corruption, and war. In scientific terms, “united          

Africa” is the independent variable among unchanged constants, and “effect on US            

interests” is the unknown dependent variable. I argue that, overall, a relatively politically             

united Africa would be beneficial to the US in the short term. 
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I identify three separate but overlapping “interest areas” for Washington’s          

relations with Africa based on current policy. “Trade and Investment” covers the US’             

desire to take advantage of Africa’s growing market through increased trade and foreign             

direct investment flows. In order for the US to fully realize the benefits from an expanded                

commercial relationship, Africa’s markets have to be stable, accessible, and productive. I            

argue that an increasingly cohesive AU, through mechanisms such as a common market,             

will help guarantee all of these things, even though the US trade balance may experience               

some short-term hits from higher commodity prices. 

The next area, “Peace and Security,” relates to the US’ interest in protecting its              

property, citizens, and investments in Africa from violence, especially anti-Western          

terrorism, and in ensuring the survival of allied regimes. An expanded AU will be an               

increasingly effective security partner for AFRICOM, and will eventually be able to take             

the reins from it in most security commitments, potentially saving the US billions of              

dollars in defense spending. I also argue that the AU taking over the bulk of Africa’s                

security responsibilities will lessen China’s influence over African security architecture.          

Although there is a definite tendency in US foreign policy practice to exaggerate the              

harm of China’s presence in Africa (discussed in detail in Chapter 2), the US would do                

well to question the motives of China’s military and economic investment on the             

continent and adjust its policy accordingly. 

The last interest area I identify is “Strategic Minerals Access,” and it is an Africa               

policy issue where Washington should be strongly concerned about China’s influence.           

Africa has always had the world’s admiration for its rich supplies of natural resources,              
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especially precious minerals, some of which can be found only there. Many of these              

minerals are not only essential for US national security systems, but are also crucial              

components of in-development technologies that will dominate future markets. There          

exists strong evidence that China is attempting to establish a controlling stake in the              

world’s supply of these minerals, especially through its engagement with African           

economies (FP Analytics 2019). I argue that, fortunately for the US and other world              

economies, a strengthened AU would be able to resist trends of Chinese mineral market              

domination, helping ensure a reliable global supply. 

In the concluding chapter, I briefly address the ways in which the US-Africa             

relationship might play out in the long term. I imagine the “long term” as the period                

several generations in the future, where nearly all underlying factors are variable. There             

are two conditions on which I base my predictions in this scenario: that Africa has               

achieved a state of political unity to the point where it is treated as a unitary actor, with a                   

unified military, economy, and foreign policy; and that the world order has continued on              

its trend of multipolarity to the point where today’s “rising powers” have begun to              

seriously challenge the US for global influence. While such a situation may seem like a               

logical extension of today’s international stage, accurate predictions in the absence of the             

necessary context are still very difficult. However, as I argue, it seems likely that a               

united Africa will be a relatively benevolent actor under these future conditions.  

 The US foreign policy insiders I spoke to in the early stages of this project told                

me that the US does not currently take African integration and the Pan-African project              

very seriously at all. Several have expressed skepticism that even the most preliminary             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Uo0Va7
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steps of economic union will ever come to fruition, a position that the state-centric Africa               

policy of the Trump administration appears to validate. Furthermore, as far as I am              

aware, the US-Pan-Africa interplay has never been studied at length in an academic             

context. Not only is this intellectually lamentable, but it constitutes a blind spot in the               

American understanding of foreign affairs, with potentially negative ramifications for          

national security should short-sighted Africa policies continue to be implemented. In           

pursuing this thesis, I hope to give the matter of African integration, on the cutting edge                

of international relations, its rightful treatment, and to join the increasing number of             

voices arguing that Africa and its integrationist politics should no longer be taken for              

granted by Washington and the world at-large.  

One final word is in order concerning the title of this study. “The Sankofa and the                

Eagle” refers to the avian symbology of my thesis’s subjects: the bald eagle for the               

United States, and the Sankofa for Africa, especially with regard to Pan-Africanism. The             

Sankofa is an Akan symbol that depicts a long-necked bird leaning forward on two legs               

with its head turned backward. Pan-Africanists value the Sankofa for the Twi expression             

it symbolizes: “Se wo were fi na wosankofa a yenkyi,” or “it is not wrong to go back for                   

that which you have forgotten” (The Spirituals Project 2011). This expression represents            

the Pan-African ideology of progress based on a rediscovered heritage of shared history             

and values. With their respective political entities coming to crossroads in international            

politics, I picture the Sankofa and the eagle wheeling around each other in the sky at a                 

distance, contemplating each other and their own next moves. 

 

  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?W5MG2O
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Chapter 1: Pan-Africanism and Its Institutions, 1787 to the Present 
 

No survey of Pan-Africanism and its political implications could begin without a            

proper discussion of the movement at-large, for it is a commonly misunderstood one. Far              

more than just an articulation of political principles, it is a paradigm with political,              

economic, cultural, and epistemological components, many of which, as we will see later,             

conflict and come into dialogue with one another. In an effort to define Pan-Africanism              

and its various strands, in this chapter I first present a literature review of existing               

scholarship. This lays the groundwork for the second section of the chapter, in which I               

discuss the ways in which Pan-Africanism has driven international political behavior on            

the continent over time. I will outline the history of Pan-Africanism as a political              

movement from the post-World War II period through the founding of the OAU and the               

Regional Economic Communities, up to the current era of the African Union and its              

ambitious development and integration projects, many of which are beginning to come to             

fruition. 

 

Pan-Africanism: A Conceptual Overview 

Tim Murithi writes that “rather than being a unified school of thought,            

Pan-Africanism is more a movement which has as its common underlying theme the             

struggle for social and political equality and the freedom from economic exploitation and             

racial discrimination” brought on by Africa’s encounters with a European modernity           

(2007, para. 7). Debates between the Casablanca and Monrovia groups over Africa’s            

post-independence political structure, for example, are one instance where differing          
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ideologies exist within Pan-Africanism, despite these groups’ shared goals of racial and            

politico-economic freedom. Bearing this in mind, Imanuel Geiss describes three aspects           

by which Pan-Africanism as a whole might be understood, and which are worth quoting              

at length: 

1) Intellectual and political movements among Africans and Afro-Americans who          

regard or have regarded Africans and people of African descent as homogeneous.            

This outlook leads to a feeling of racial solidarity and a new self-awareness and              

causes Afro-Americans to look upon Africa as their real ‘homeland’, without           

necessarily thinking of a physical return to Africa. 

2) All ideas which have stressed or sought the cultural unity and political             

independence of Africa, including the desire to modernize Africa on a basis of             

equality of rights [...] 

3) Ideas or political movements which have advocated, or advocate, the political            

unity of Africa or at least close political collaboration in one form or another              

(1974, 3-4). 

Though Geiss is quick to describe his typology as incomplete, it is useful in illustrating               

the ideological totality of the Pan-African movement -- proposals to unite the African             

continent into one political entity as described in (3), for example, are but one plank of                

the movement, and this international political aspect of Pan-Africanism rests upon the            

ideological foundations laid by the first two planks, which emerged earlier in history. Its              

definition as encompassing many smaller movements is also important, positioning it as            

an ever-changing paradigm subject to intellectual and political currents. For example,           
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younger Pan-Africanists such as Kofi K. Dompere have sought to introduce postmodern            

thinking into the discourse through their discussion of ideological state apparatuses           

introduced to African culture by colonialism.  2

Geiss also notes the complexity of the word “African,” which “in most cases [...]              

was defined primarily in racial terms” (Geiss 1974, 4). Traditionally, in the Pan-African             

context the word has referred to black people who trace their heritage from Sub-Saharan              

Africa and are united by the common historical experiences of colonialism and the slave              

trade. However, later iterations of Pan-Africanism, including the “Philosophical         

Consciencism” ideology embraced by Kwame Nkrumah extend the “African” definition          

to North African Arabs and the white descendants of European settlers in East and              

Southern Africa as well. As Kwame Botwe-Asamoah notes, “Nkrumah’s argument is that            

because post-colonial Africa was no longer the old society of authentic African values,             

but rather a society enlarged by Islamic and Euro-Christian influences, a new harmony             

becomes imperative” (2004, 42). In particular, the notion of Arabs as “African” has been              

burnished not only by shared colonial experiences and cultural-economic position in the            

“Third World,” but also by the participation of many Arab countries -- including             

Morocco, Egypt, Algeria, and Libya -- in the early post-independence continental           

unification efforts. More recently, Pan-Africanists have celebrated -- even canonized --           

former Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi for his anti-colonial rhetoric, socialist politics,           

and strong support of the African Union. 

2 See Dompere 2006 
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A number of important guiding principles in modern expressions of          3

Pan-Africanism are worth noting. The first, as South African journalist Colin Legum            

describes, is ambivalence toward “the West,” which is understood as the European            

colonizers and the neocolonial corporate powers of the US, Canada, Japan, and others, as              

well as their respective cosmopolitan cultures. The ambivalence stems from Africans’           

belief that they may never “disengage themselves from the West, even for those who feel               

their rootlessness within its society” (Legum 1962, 16). Africans desire political,           

economic, and cultural autonomy from the West, but feel that autonomy will never be              

total given the prior imposition of colonial modernity.  

In political terms, this principle has resulted in a suspicion of Western motives,             

which many Pan-Africanists see as neocolonial, and the development of an analytical            

framework that conceives of socio-political relations in terms of economic power, similar            

to the worldview espoused by Marxists and their fellow travelers, such as Althusser and              

Lenin (Althusser 2001, 137; Lenin 2014, 6). For these scholars, their image of             

international relations broadly “focus[es] on relations between advanced capitalist powers          

and less developed states and argued that the former [...] had grown rich by exploiting the                

latter. The solution was to overthrow these parasitic élites and install a revolutionary             

government committed to autonomous development” (Walt 1998, 32-33). For the early           

post-independence African states -- especially the radical regimes of Nkrumah’s Ghana,           

Thomas Sankara’s Burkina Faso, Gamal Abel Nasser’s United Arab Republic (UAR,           

now Egypt), and Qaddafi’s Libya -- the Marxist viewpoint manifested in policies            

3 Here I take “modern” to refer the post-World War II era, which the featured the emergence of postcolonial 
independence movements in the Global South. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mI1GAV
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ieN2pZ
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designed to shore up strength relative to the Global North, such as participation in the               

Non-Aligned Movement with other postcolonial states, diplomatic and clandestine         

military aid for liberation movements in colonized areas, and interaction with states such             

as the Soviet Union, China, and Cuba, which offered socialist political-economic           

alternatives to Western capitalism. As a matter of principle, “[a]nti-colonialism,          

anti-racialism and non-alignment became the strongest bonds of pan-Africanist unity          

among independent states and among liberation movements” (Kodjo and Chanaiwa 1993,           

766).  

In African foreign policy practice, reliance on Marxist ideologies has largely died            

out with the end of socialist regimes, replaced in most cases by a liberal internationalism               

that balances partnership with donor nations and solidarity with other states in the Global              

South. Similarly, Marxism as an international relations theory has lost much of its             

credibility -- at least in the West -- in the face of empirical evidence suggesting that the                 

relationship between developing states and international capital tends to be mutualistic           

rather than parasitic (Walt 1998, 33). However, vestiges of the Marxist worldview remain             

visible in African statecraft, one example being the exit of many African states from the               

International Criminal Court in the mid-2010s amid accusations of the Court’s           

“imperialist agenda” in arraigning African human rights abusers while ignoring abuses by            

Western leaders. 

A second Pan-Africanist principle Legum identifies is the fostering of race           

consciousness and an “African Personality” in political and cultural affairs, as well as in              

the minds and emotions of black individuals. He colorfully articulates the central            
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importance of the concept: “Deep at its quivering, sensitive centre, Pan-Africanism rests            

on colour-consciousness” (1962, 33, emphasis in original). All strands of Pan-Africanism           

grew out of the earliest feelings of kinship among disparate Africans, an identification             

that developed into modern understandings of “African Personality,” a concept Legum           

defers to the words of Senegalese intellectual Alioune Diop: 

The African personality, which is the basis and foundation of our humanism,            

aspires … to bring freed [sic] from the Western grip. It requires that our people               

should speak through us. … Our peoples only mean to give expression to what              

they alone can show forth: how they see themselves, how they identify            

themselves in the context of the world situation and of the great problems of              

mankind (qtd. in Legum 1962, 118). 

Beyond the emotional affinity assumed in race consciousness, “African Personality” also           

assumes that there is a common heritage and a common future among all Africans and               

people of African descent, including shared cultural values and a common claim to Africa              

as a homeland. Early Pan-Africanists, such as the 19th century Liberian diplomat and             

writer Edward W. Blyden, tended to focus less on the intrinsic nature of the African               

personality and viewed it instead as a collective consciousness that developed among            

formerly disparate peoples from the shared experiences of slavery, colonialism, and           

racism. The “Personality” was something that would develop over time from Africans            

“listen[ing] to the songs of our [...] brethren as they sing of their history, as they tell of                  

their traditions” (qtd. in Legum 1962, 21). Later Pan-Africanists took inspiration from the             

research of Ali Mazrui, Cheikh Anta Diop, and others, which revealed common historical             
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connections between various precolonial African tribes, bolstering empirical support for          

the notion of an elemental African cultural consciousness unbeholden to the historical            

actions of Europeans. 

Alioune Diop emphasizes the role of the African personality in politics, arguing            

that it provides Africans the individual and collective self-awareness to articulate their            

desire for freedom. This ideology was at the forefront of many liberation movements,             

notably Steve Biko’s Black Consciousness Movement in apartheid South Africa, which           

was centered on the philosophy of “group pride and the determination by the blacks to               

rise and attain the envisaged self” (qtd. in MacDonald 2012, 70). Thomas Sankara             

notably rejected the labels of “Marxism,” “communism,” and “socialism” in his policies            

as European concepts ill-suited to the Burkinabé milieu. He instead describing his regime             

as leading “an anti-imperialist revolution” on behalf of all Africans (Harsch 2015, n.p.).             

In the international realm, Nkrumah spoke of an “African personality in international            

affairs” (1961, 125) with respect to his vision of “positive neutrality” in the Cold War               

environment of great-power conflict. Nkrumah viewed the African personality as          

inherently peaceful and egalitarian, and believed that African states could be effective            

advocates for international peace and development by actively projecting their          

personalities through global political activism.  

A third important Pan-Africanist principle is what Legum calls “Africa for the            

Africans” after an early, colonial-era slogan used by members of the movement. This             

concept simply refers to Africans’ desired freedom from foreign political, cultural, and            

economic control, the most obvious manifestation of that desire being the elimination of             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?BlErce
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colonial rule. However, the concept remains crucial in Pan-Africanist thought even after            

colonialism, on account of the continued neocolonial influence on the continent.           

Nkrumah -- who in 1965 wrote an entire book about the concept of neocolonialism --               

structured his ambitions of a “United States of Africa” around the eradication of             

neocolonial influence, arguing that only a politically unified Africa would be able to             

resist the continued state of dependence that colonial balkanization had fostered in the             

independent states. 

In sum, Pan-Africanism is a diverse ideology that has experienced some           

substantial changes over time, such as its partial retreat from Marxist image of             

international relations. However, it is unified by some key general themes: skepticism            

towards the West, belief in a shared “African personality,” and advocacy for African             

political, cultural, and economic independence, as characterized by the slogan, “Africa           

for the Africans.” These themes continue to define Pan-Africanism as a global political             

movement, both in Africa and across the Diaspora. 

 

A History of Pan-Africanism 

Having identified some of the most important ideological tenets of          

Pan-Africanism, I now turn to the development of Pan-Africanism as a practical political             

project, up to its present manifestation in the African Union and associated bodies.             

Pan-Africanism, as implied earlier, is a very old ideology, having emerged even before             

the European enclaves in Africa developed into formal colonial structures. Geiss places            

the broadest beginnings of “proto Pan-Africanism” in 1787, the year the abolitionist            
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movement came into force in the US and Great Britain, and the year Ottobah Cugoano, a                

freed slave from present-day Ghana, published his influential book Thoughts and           

Sentiments on the Evil and Wicked Traffic of Slavery. Cugoanao’s work was important             

not only in mobilizing the public to organize against slavery, but also in that it               

conceptualized oppressed Africans as “countrymen, in complexion” (qtd. in Geiss 1974,           

39), a declaration of race consciousness that foreshadowed discussions of the “African            

Personality” in later centuries. Cugoano’s writings, however, and the writings of black            

activists in the hundred years that followed, tended to conceptualize freedom and equal             

rights for blacks not as political goals to be fought for, but in terms of moral and religious                  

correctness (Geiss 1974, 40). They appealed to whites to advocate for African freedom             

on the grounds that slavery and oppression were morally wrong, tainting society and             

possibly inviting divine retribution; in this sense, they advocated “top-down” rather than            

“bottom-up” change. Although they expressed a conscious sense of kinship among           

Africans, their worldview cannot be called nationalistic or revolutionary, key          

characteristics of the movement in its more mature phase. They also had yet to develop               

an understanding of a shared African culture as a means of ontological and indeed              

political organization. 

As a political project, modern Pan-Africanism is generally understood as          

emerging in the late 1800s in the wake of the “Scramble for Africa” that resulted in                

European colonization of nearly the entire continent. At this time, as black Africans             

began to organize for equal rights and sovereign development in the early political             

centers of Nigeria, the Gold Coast (modern Ghana), and Nyasaland (modern Malawi),            
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African-American intellectuals such as W. E. B. Du Bois began to relate the African              

colonial situation to the dire situation of blacks in the post-Reconstruction era American             

South. The communication and networking that developed between blacks in Africa, the            

United States, the West Indies, and the colonial enclaves in the United Kingdom, lent the               

movement a newly international character with unified political and cultural ideals. 

Guy Martin identifies two phases of 20th century Pan-Africanism. During the first            

phase, which began around 1900 and lasted until Ghana’s independence in 1957,            

Pan-Africanism existed as an “ideal and utopia,” more of a cultural phenomenon than a              

concerted political movement, as exemplified by the Harlem Renaissance and Négritude           

creative periods (Martin 2012, 57). “Unity,” though acknowledged as necessary to end            

racial oppression, remained a vague concept without practical applications or plans for            

implementation. The first several Pan-African Conferences -- at London in 1900, Paris in             

1919, London and Brussels in 1921, London and Lisbon in 1923, and New York in 1927                

-- functioned less as strategy meetings than as forums for blacks from both sides of the                

Atlantic to air grievances, share ideas and achievements, and express solidarity with each             

other. Despite the fact that nascent nationalist movements had emerged in parts of Africa              

as early as 1915 (James 2012, 74), the notion of independence from Europe had not yet                

gained widespread acceptance, and was not discussed or endorsed at any of these             

conferences. As Robert Rotberg writes of the pre-World War II period in            

Pan-Africanism, “Africans sought a redress of common grievances within a common           

territorial framework. Those who thus agitated -- if that is the correct word -- generally               

accepted the particular national structure of their aspirations and spoke and acted in terms              
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of programmes of national action” (1966, 43). In general, this meant accepting the             

inviolability of colonial rule but not the treatment that came with it.  

The situation began to change by the end of World War II, when leaders in the                

Pan-Africanist movement, bolstered by the sovereignty-affirming Atlantic Charter of         

1941, the 1935 Italian invasion of Ethiopia, and the contributions of African colonies to              

the war efforts of the colonial powers, unambiguously called for decolonization at the             

1945 Manchester Pan-African Conference. Led by figures including writer-activists         

George Padmore, C. L. R. James, and W. E. B. Du Bois, as well as future African                 

presidents Nkrumah, Jomo Kenyatta, and Hastings K. Banda, the conference helped           

usher in what Martin refers to as the second phase of Pan-Africanism, the             

“homecoming.” In this phase, the movement began to develop a practical political            

dimension to complement its idealism. Although the leaders of the conference saw            

independence as the only means to ensure political enfranchisement, free expression,           

human rights, and economic development in the colonies, they kept the political goal             

within the wider paradigmatic context of Pan-Africanism, emphasizing “that the struggle           

for political independence was only the first stage and the means towards complete             

economic, cultural and psychological emancipation” (Kodjo and Chanaiwa 1993, 746). In           

other words, true liberation would require efforts to combat neocolonialism, including on            

the cultural and psychological planes, which Ngugi wa Thiong’o later referred to as             

“decolonising the mind.” They also endorsed the United Nations as a means of ensuring              

political and human development in the independent states (Geiss 1974, 391), a stance             

that later, more Marxist interpretations of Pan-Africanism would complicate given the           
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Marxist equation of international organizations with the established political interests of           

the Global North. However, the Marxist influences that became central to later iterations             

of Pan-Africanism did begin to emerge at the Manchester conference. Though the            

conference’s manifesto does not mention socialism by name, “there is an assertion that             

‘economic democracy is the only real democracy’; and condemnation of ‘the rule of             

private wealth and industry for private profit alone’” (qtd. in Legum 1962, 137). 

Martin also notes that the conference established the African continent itself as            

the rallying point and central area of concern for Pan-Africanists: “Henceforth, the            

struggle for the emancipation of people of African descent focused on the homeland. At              

that particular juncture, the North American Pan-African movement linked up with the            

nationalist struggle for independence in Africa itself” (2012, 58). Formerly a more            

decentralized ideology with an emphasis on the non-geographic black race (and indeed            

referred to in its early days as “Pan-Negroism”), Pan-Africanism at this point became             

closely identified with ensuring the success of the African continent, which represented            

in symbolic terms the emancipation of oppressed people worldwide. Within Africa, at the             

time of the conference and the years after, it also took on a continental framework that                

encompassed the Arab-majority countries north of the Sahara in addition to the            

black-majority countries. The Algerian War of Independence and the new Egyptian           

leader Gamal Abdel-Nasser’s embrace of the UAR’s African identity further solidified           

this shift (Geiss 1974, 420). This widened Pan-African identification was born out of             

intellectual allegiance for fellow postcolonial freedom fighters, but also out of           

practicality. As Legum writes, “[b]lack regeneration was one aspect of the struggle for             
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emancipation; the wider struggle against colonialism and injustice demanded wider          

alliances” (1962, 41). 

With dramatic changes in the character of Pan-Africanism, the mantle of           

leadership in the movement-at-large likewise changed from American and West Indian           

blacks to Africans. Soon after the end of World War II, the African independence leaders               

returned to their countries to work towards sovereignty, solidifying Martin’s          

“homecoming” phase when their efforts began to bear fruit. Guinea followed Ghana in             

1958 as the second independent country in Sub-Saharan Africa, and 1960 brought the             

release of the Belgian Congo and much of France’s African empire.  

As African nationalism began to manifest in the political independence of           

individual countries, Pan-Africanist leaders turned their conceptual sights towards the          

international sphere. The Manchester conference had emphasized the need for African           

unity as a prerequisite for liberation, but left the ideal of unity vaguely defined. In much                

the same way that the new generation of African activists lent the liberation aspect of               

Pan-Africanism its political dimension through endorsement of nationalist independence         

movements, they also solidified its unification aspect -- what S. K. B. Asante and David               

Chanaiwa call the “integrative force” of Pan-Africanism (1993, 724) -- through proposals            

for the formal structure of a politically united continent. By the 1960s, it was generally               

accepted among African political and intellectual leaders that the continent needed formal            

political unity in order to overcome the balkanization that colonialism had foisted upon it,              

and the integrative force of Pan-Africanism became newly central to the movement as a              

whole. 
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The “United States of Africa,” as Nkrumah famously termed it in his 1963             

treatise, Africa Must Unite, was broadly conceived in the late 1950s and early 1960s as “a                

wholly unified continent through a series of inter-linking regional federations within           

which there would be a limitation on national sovereignty” (Legum 1962, 38). The union              

would comprise political dimensions -- which could manifest, for example, in a federal             

state with separation of powers, military alliances, or the foundation of powerful regional             

and continental organizations; and economic ones ultimately resulting in a common           

market with fiscal and monetary policies conducted on the federal level. In theory, as a               

single entity Africa would be able to resist foreign occupation (such as by denying great               

powers access to military facilities on the continent), combat tribalism and internal            

disunity, comprise a competitive single economy with greater bargaining power, ensure           

effective distribution of resources for development initiatives, and prevent individual          

states from competing against each other for economic gain (Nkrumah 1964). It would             

also serve as a political realization of the perennial Pan-African notion that all Africans              

share a common origin, experience, and destiny. 

At the three iterations of the Conference of Independent African States in 1958 to              

1960 and the All-Africa People’s Conference in 1958, the leaders of the African states              

voiced the necessity of economic and political integration for independent Africa’s           

survival. However, they disagreed as to the form and the pace of such integration.              

Nkrumah, the de facto leader of the African integration efforts, argued that Africa’s             

economic future was bleak without immediate political integration, and advocated a           

linkage between the two issues in the ongoing negotiations. He envisioned that the             
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independent states form a union government consisting of “continental economic          

planning leading to the creation of an African Common Market; a common currency, a              

monetary zone, and a central bank of issue; a unified military and defense strategy              

leading to a unified Defense Command for Africa; a unified foreign policy and             

diplomacy; and a Continental Parliament” (Martin 2012, 59). As former colonies became            

independent, they would attach onto the superstate and defer to its institutions. Nkrumah,             

along with Guinean president Ahmed Sékou Touré and Malian president Modibo Kéïta,            

had attempted to begin such a superstate in 1958 with the Ghana-Guinea-Mali Union,             

which the three hoped would be “a nucleus of a United States of Africa” (Reuters 1961,                

A9). However, the union was hastily conceived, largely as a response to Guinea’s             

immediate financial distress (Legum 1962, 76), and logistical challenges and political           

differences among the three leaders ultimately forced the association to dissolve in 1963.             

A similar effort was attempted with the 1959 Mali Federation by Mali, Senegal,             

Dahomey (now Benin), and Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso), in an effort to recreate the               

dissolved French colonial super-territory of Afrique Occidentale Française; it too failed. 

In spite of their utopian presentation, the all-encompassing nature of Nkrumah’s            

proposals made many of his counterparts from the more conservative African states            

uneasy, jeopardizing the success of Pan-African integration. As Asante and Chanaiwa           

explain,  

linkage of the political unity movement with that of a continental common market             

made those African leaders who were opposed to the former give less than serious              

attention to the latter. For even though other African governments might accept            
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Nkrumah's analysis, they would not necessarily choose to accept a far-reaching           

political solution. The threat of neo-colonialism might not have seemed to them to             

warrant such drastic steps as the derogation of sovereignty to an overall political             

authority (1993, 726). 

Most African leaders saw the economic benefit in economic integration mechanisms such            

as a common market or customs union, but resisted advanced levels of integration if it               

meant that their states’ sovereignties would be compromised in an accompanying           

political union. Many instead favored a gradualist or functionalist approach, where states            

would move up the integration ladder by cooperating in “non-controversial technical and            

economic areas such as transport and communications, telecommunications, joint         

management of rivers/lakes, trade 

and customs, market integration, and so on” (Martin 2012, 60), with the eventual goal of               

political union following economic integration. In this approach, integration would take           

place largely on the regional level; Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda exemplified this            

regionalism through the East Africa Community, which sustained regional fiscal,          

monetary, trade, and education policy and transportation and communications         

infrastructure until 1977.  

In contrast, Nkrumah and the more radical integrationist coterie were wary of            

such regionalism “lest regional loyalties give rise to power politics or 'enable the             

imperialists and neo-colonialists to fish in such troubled waters'” (Asante and Chanaiwa            

1993, 726). Outside of integrationism, states and state blocs disagreed on other political             

matters that affected shifted their alignments between the radical and gradualist groups;            
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these issues included stances on Morocco’s claim to parts of Mauritania, the role of the               

United Nations in the Congo crisis and the legitimate government of the Congo, and the               

role of a negotiated settlement in the Algerian War for Independence. Likewise, many             

gradualist states were held up by concerns over domestic policy that made them wary of               

the destabilization rapid integration could bring, and of maintaining economic ties to their             

former colonizers as sovereign states. There is also evidence suggesting that Nkrumah            

was not widely trusted, and that many African leaders privately believed that he desired              

personal control over a future United States of Africa, leading them to be wary of               

associating with his integrationist goals (Martin 2012, 56). 

Against this political backdrop, the rival Casablanca and Monrovia groups formed           

in 1961. Casablanca -- comprising Nkrumah’s Ghana, Guinea, Mali, the UAR, Morocco,            

Libya (which later joined the Monrovia Group), and the Algerian Provisional           

Government (later succeeded by independent Algeria) -- was the radical integrationist           

group. Formed initially from the states that supported the leftist government of Antoine             

Gizenga in the Congo against the Western-backed Joseph Kasa-Vubu, the bloc adopted            

the African Charter as a manifesto for a union government. The Charter -- which              

remained open for any sovereign African state to sign until the Casablanca Group             

disbanded in 1963 -- envisioned, “as soon as conditions permit,” (qtd. in Legum 1962,              

187) the creation of six continental governing bodies: an African Consultative Assembly            

with state representatives, acting as a continental legislature; an African Political           

Committee, to integrate the states’ policies; an African Economic Committee, to facilitate            

economic development and integration; an African Cultural Committee, with the goal of            
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“preserving and developing African culture and civilisation” (qtd. in Legum 1962, 188); a             

Joint African High Command, acting as the sole collective security organ (for the Charter              

forbade its members from joining great-power alliances); and a Liaison Office to            

coordinate the efforts of the four executive bodies.  

In spite of the detail and ambition the member states put into the African Charter,               

the Casablanca Group was in reality very loose and disunified. Nkrumah found himself             

isolated among the other Casablanca leaders for his support of UN intervention in the              

Congo crisis and for his initial refusal to label Israel an imperialist state at Nasser's               

behest. Morocco’s and Libya's relatively conservative leaders were skeptical about some           

of the more radical economic planks of the African Charter, and political and cultural              

differences between the Arab and black African states proved similarly difficult. Geiss            

writes that as a result of intractable political differences, "[t]he Casablanca Group            

therefore lacked substance and dissolved at the first opportunity" with the founding of the              

OAU in 1963 (1974, 421). Asante and Chanaiwa are more charitable, noting the             

“relentless efforts” members of the bloc took to promote integration and overcome            

factionalism among the newly independent states (1993, 723). 

Formed in response to the Casablanca Group, the Monrovia Group comprised           

much of France's former African empire in the Francafrique group, along with Liberia,             

Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sudan, Somalia, and Sierra Leone. The bloc embraced the functionalist            

approach to Pan-African integration, deciding at their May 1961 conference that “[t]he            

unity that is aimed to be achieved at this point is not the political integration of sovereign                 

African States, but unity of aspirations and of action considered from the point of view of                
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African social solidarity and political identity” (qtd. in Legum 1962, 198). In contrast to              

the sovereignty-limiting measures pushed by the Casablanca Group, the Monrovia Group           

emphasized non-interference and respect for sovereignty; this latter point was extended to            

existing colonies where liberation movements were engaged, urging “that all African and            

Malagasy States shall refrain from encouraging, directly or indirectly, dissident groups or            

individuals of other States in subversive activities by permitting their own States to be              

used as bases from which such dissidents may operate, or by financing dissidents in other               

countries or otherwise” -- another point contrary to the approach of the Casablanca states,              

which more forcefully advocated diplomatic and clandestine support for anti-colonial          

rebel groups (qtd. in Legum 1962, 198). 

With respect to axes of integration, the Monrovia Conference manifesto provided           

for an “inter-African and Malagasy Advisory Organisation” (manifested in the 1961           

African and Malagasy Union and the 1963 OAU) to promote cooperation among the             

sovereign states, and for research into possible lines of economic, educational, cultural,            

scientific, and technical cooperation among states, with a special emphasis on           

data-sharing (Legum 1962, 198). Consistent with Asante and Chanaiwa’s assertion that           

Nkrumah’s linkage between political and economic integration dulled moderate leaders’          

appetites for the latter, the manifesto makes no suggestions for advanced economic            

integration, instead deferring discussion of such initiatives to the future. Like the            

Casablanca Group, the Monrovia Group also emphasized the importance of reviving and            

sharing African culture and traditions “in the interest of preserving the real African             

heritage” (qtd. in Legum 1962, 199). It also suggested unity along linguistic lines, urging              
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that member states teach French and English alongside traditional national languages to            

ease communication among diverse peoples. 

Tensions between the Casablanca and Monrovia groups were greatly reduced in           

1962 with the independence of Algeria, allowing them to come together the year later to               

forge a path forward. Nkrumah and the other Casablanca leaders had already conceded             

the goal of immediate political unification in favor of a gradualist approach, which saw              

realization as the aforementioned Organization of African Unity. Though Martin portrays           

the process that formed the OAU as a capitulation on the part of the Casablanca powers,                

in reality much more compromise was involved. The Monrovia Group saw their planks of              

respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, non-interference in internal affairs, and           

inviolability of colonial borders written into the OAU Charter. But the Casablanca Group             

won affirmation of the non-alignment principle and the “[a]bsolute dedication to the total             

emancipation of the African territories which are still dependent,” (1963, 4). This was a              

more strongly-worded statement of support for liberation movements than the Monrovia           

Group had originally committed to, and one which in practice included military support.             

Geiss writes that “Nkrumah temporarily suspended his far-reaching campaign for ‘union           

government in Africa’ so as to allow the OAU to create a minimal basis for it” (1974,                 

421); however, the OAU Charter included no clauses espousing political union of any             

kind, stating only that “the Member States shall coordinate and harmonize their general             

policies” in the fields of politics and diplomacy, economics, health, education and            

culture, science and technology, and defense (1963, 2). Nkrumah, Touré, and Kéïta            

continued to advocate for political union in the OAU, but by the mid-1960s they “had               
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failed to make headway against the new national states, which were in the process of               

developing a considerable momentum of their own” (1974, 421). A successful 1966 coup             

against Nkrumah and his subsequent death in 1972 effectively dashed integrationists’           

hopes for further progress under the contemporary system. 

The OAU’s inadequacies as an organization in the decades after its founding have             

been well-documented. Though its principles for human development and African          

advancement were admirable, and while it even developed some advanced political           

organs such as the 1980 Lagos Plan of Action and 1993’s Mechanism for Conflict              

Prevention, Management and Resolution, its norm of non-interference in internal affairs           

is widely recognized as the key factor inhibiting implementation. As the political culture             

in many African countries stagnated in the late 1960s through the early 2000s and Cold               

War-era great power competition brought proxy wars to the continent, “the OAU became             

a silent observer to the atrocities being committed by some of its member states.              

Eventually, a culture of impunity and indifference became entrenched in the international            

relations of African countries” (Murithi 2007, para. 18). By the end of the Cold War, the                

OAU had lost most of its credibility and was perceived as “a club of African Heads of                 

States, most of whom were not legitimately elected representatives of their own citizens             

but self-appointed dictators and oligarchs [...] an Organization that existed without having            

a genuine impact on the daily lives of Africans” (Murithi 2007, para. 18). This same               

emphasis on non-interference also meant that no steps toward political union, which            

would decrease sovereignty, were taken, contrary to the hopes of the Casablanca framers             

of the OAU Charter. 
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However, one area in which the OAU saw definite success was in supporting the              

cause of liberation movements in the colonies and minority-rule states. It coordinated a             

continent-wide diplomatic and economic boycott of Portugal, South Africa, and later           

Rhodesia, and led efforts to convince states outside of Africa of the same necessity. At               

the UN, it secured condemnation of apartheid and human rights abuses in the Portuguese              

colonies, and has been credited with playing a crucial role in the UN’s decision not to                

recognize Rhodesian sovereignty when Rhodesia attempted to secede from the British           

Empire to maintain a system of white minority rule (Kodjo and Chanaiwa 1993, 743). It               

also dedicated itself to the provision of military aid to liberation movements through its              

African Liberation Committee’s (ALC) Special Fund. This policy stood “in marked           

contrast to the attitudes of nonviolence expressed at the first All African People’s             

Conference (AAPC) at Accra in December 1958, when it was resolved to support “‘all              

those who resort to peaceful means of non-violence and civil disobedience,’” (Sanger            

1964, 279). The ALC represented a clear shift in Pan-Africanist thinking towards            

Fanonist revolutionism. In addition to sustaining liberation movements through financial          

contributions, logistical support, and training, and in soliciting UN and foreign aid, the             

ALC also helped focus efforts by deciding which organizations represented the “true            

face” of the revolution, cleaning out often crowded and disunified liberation struggles by             

forcing mergers and concessions. More essentially, the OAU provided much-needed hope           

and morale to freedom fighters in their ongoing struggles: “[w]ith OAU support on the              

international scene, most liberation leaders and their followers felt that it was only a              
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matter of time before they achieved their total independence” (Kodjo and Chanaiwa            

1993, 755). 

As the OAU met with mixed success on the continental level, new enthusiasm for              

forms of integration on the regional scale began to emerge in the 1970s. These integration               

movements resulted in a network of regional economic communities (RECs) -- including            

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the Southern African           

Development Coordination Conference (SADCC, now the Southern African        

Development Community, SADC), and the Economic Community of Central African          

States (ECCAS) -- that represented a functionalist philosophy of technical and economic            

cooperation espoused by the Monrovia Group and the prominent regionalism advocate           

President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania. The regional groupings emerged from a stagnation            

in African economies beginning in the late 1960s, and were envisaged as efforts “to              

reduce the dependence of their respective member states on the external forces which             

speak to influence the economic policies and directions of African countries; and to             

co-ordinate the development programmes in the different sectors and subsectors as a            

means of accelerating the rate of economic growth and development” (Asante and            

Chanaiwa 1993, 737).  

Initially, the regional organizations were largely ineffective in promoting growth          

because the participating countries had “no effective control over the resources flowing            

into joint projects, or sovereignty over the key sectors of the economy” (Asante and              

Chanaiwa 1993, 741), on account of the dominant position foreign firms had in their              

economic landscapes. Emphasizing local and regional economies structured on attracting          
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foreign capital, the RECs focused less on building indigenous industries whose earnings            

could be circulated back into development projects (Gudavarthy 2009, 97). Their borders            

also overlapped wildly, and indeed continue to do so; by my count, DR Congo is the                

current state record-holder for membership in the most RECs, five, with party status in              

SADC, ECCAS, the East African Community (EAC), the Common Market for Eastern            

and Southern Africa (COMESA), and the Economic Community of the Great Lakes            

Countries (CEPGL), in addition to the AU. Most African states are part of at least two                

RECs, and are often subject to multiple overlapping regulatory frameworks and trade            

agreements. 

However, the regional organizations founded in the 1970s have exhibited          

extraordinary staying power and are in many cases beginning to develop beyond their             

initial mandates, lending support to arguments by writers such as Nyerere, Martin, and             

Godfrey Mwakikagile that such political units could function as precursors to future            

superstates. ECOWAS is of particular note for its peacekeeping missions to Liberia in             

1990-1995 and 2003, Sierra Leone in 1997-2000, and Guinea-Bissau in 1999,           

representing a political-military aspect to an organization initially designed for economic           

cooperation. ECOWAS also planned to launch a unified currency -- the “Eco” -- in 2020               

to facilitate cross-border trade, but economic instability related to the COVID-19           

pandemic forced this initiative to be put on indefinite hold. Elsewhere, SADC and             

ECCAS have been strengthening peacekeeping and election-monitoring infrastructure,        

and EAC has rolled out a common passport and visa for Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda,               

and is in the early stages of drafting a regional constitution for future political union.  
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The most significant event in Pan-Africanism since 1963 is the 2002 founding of             

the African Union (AU), which has been described as “one of the most puzzling events in                

interstate co-operation in contemporary Africa” (Tieku 2004, 249). This is due to the             

speed with which it was formed and its many similarities to the extant Organization of               

African Unity. As Thomas Kwasi Tieku has shown, the AU came about largely as a               

matter of political expediency for three of Africa’s powers: Libya, Nigeria, and South             

Africa. Newly democratic South Africa under the presidency of Thabo Mbeki wanted to             

portray Africa as stable, democratic, and rising, and an attractive target for investment,             

much of which would trickle down to it as the continent’s largest economy. Nigeria’s              

president Olusegun Obasanjo wanted to continue his country’s West African peace           

missions but faced domestic opposition, and desired to offload responsibilities onto a            

larger organization with collective security infrastructure. Libya’s Qaddafi, increasingly         

isolated in Middle Eastern politics, wanted to win allies in Africa by “[cementing] his full               

return to the geopolitics of black Africa, and to demonstrate his renewed commitment to              

the Pan-Africanism” (Tieku 2004, 261). The three leaders offered different visions of a             

new organization to completely replace the OAU, which most acknowledged “could not            

meet future demands without serious reforms and reorganization” (qtd. in Tieku 2004,            

252). Mbeki and Obasanjo’s vision of an AU focused on peace, democracy, human             

rights, economic efficiency, and conflict prevention, and notably put forward a “right to             

intervene” principle designed to correct the OAU’s major failing. Their policies ended up             

comprising the bulk of the new organization, which owed much of its institutional design              

to the European Union. However, Qaddafi’s radical proposals -- “which entailed the            
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creation of a continental presidency with a five-year term of office, a single military              

force, and a common African currency” to be “approved 'then and there’” (Tieku 2004,              

261) -- are also worth noting in that they were very similar to Nkrumah’s original vision                

for the “United States of Africa,” leading many observers to herald Qaddafi as the new               

face of Pan-Africanism in the 21st century.  

Although most of Qaddafi’s proposed clauses were not included in the initial text             

of the AU Constitutive Act, major revisions in 2005 affirmed that “the ultimate goal of               

the African Union is full political and economic integration leading to a United States of               

Africa” (qtd. in Murithi 2007, para. 26). That same year, the AU Commission tasked              

Obasanjo with producing a report as to the design, functioning, and implementation of a              

union government. The resulting document concluded that “‘necessity for eventual Union           

Government is not in doubt’. The Union Government must be a Union of the African               

people and not merely a Union of states and governments.’” Furthermore, its creation             

“must also be based on the principle of ‘gradual incrementalism’. Finally, the RECs must              

be made more effective as building blocks for the continental framework” (“Study on An              

African Union Government” 2006, ). In its approaches of incrementalism and           

regionalism, the document gives a nod to the gradualist philosophy that had originally             

structured the Organization of African Unity. In addition to providing a rationale for             

converting the AU into a union government, Obasanjo’s report also outlines the            

institutions that would structure an African political union, based on the existing bodies             

of the AU: an Assembly as the highest decision-making organ, an Executive Council to              

prepare topics for the Assembly to debate, an Executive Commission to carry out the              

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Koy1l5
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Koy1l5
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Assembly’s decisions, an advisory Permanent Representatives Council and a Specialized          

Technical Committee, and a Pan-African Parliament. This institutional structure exhibits          

a great deal more complexity than the Casablanca Group’s originally-proposed union           

government, and reflects the continent’s changing environment from the immediate          

postcolonial era to the 21st century. 

Obasanjo’s report did not go any farther than the theoretical stage, and its timeline              

for implementation -- three stages of three-year increments, beginning in 2006 and            

ending with full union government in 2015 -- was never set in motion. As time has                

passed from the AU’s original founding it has become increasingly clear that “the             

African Union is predicated on intergovernmentalism, and is not conceived as a            

neofunctionalist supranational institution. This is far removed from the notion of a            

federal, or even a confederal State which the proponents of the United States of Africa               

might have wished for” (Maluwa 2012, 48-49). Wafula Okumu explains this immobility            

as resulting from integrationists’ inability to convince skeptics that “a new continental            

government would improve the livelihoods of the African people, perform better than the             

present governments, which have generally failed to deliver basic services to their            

citizens, and sustain itself without dependence on external support” (2009, 96). Another            

commonly-identified issue that the Pan-Africanist movement is largely leaderless, a          

situation that is even more evident post-2011 with the death of Qaddafi. 

However, as the Obasanjo report makes clear, the Pan-Africanist integrationist           

philosophy is an indelible part of the AU’s DNA, even if political Pan-Africanism lacks              

the broad base of identification and cooperation that it once did compared to the              
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movement’s more cultural forms (Harris and Zeghidour 1993, 716). This fact has            

relevance not only for the behavior and tendencies of the AU, but is also reflected in the                 

features of the AU’s institutional design that did come into being. For example, while              

there is “no provision in the Constitutive Act that suggests any cession or surrender of               

sovereignty to the African Union by its members” (Maluwa 2012, 48), Article 4(d) of the               

AU Constitutive Act calls for “establishment of a common defence policy for the African              

Continent,” (2000) a potentially radical proposition that could lead to Africa being treated             

as a more unitary actor in international relations if it is developed further. 

Article 3(c), which outlines the AU objective of “[accelerating] the political and            

socio-economic integration of the continent,” has most recently manifested in the 2019            

African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), the most dramatic integrative act since            

the AU’s founding for a region that remains the least economically integrated in the              

world (Martin 2002, 125). If adopted by all African countries, the AfCFTA would be the               

largest free trade area in the world, with an estimated annual GDP of $2.5 trillion and a                 

population of 1.2 billion, potentially repositioning Africa as a major center of global             

power if its economic growth continues apace. However, the long-term effects of the deal              

remain unclear. While some experts hail the potential for intra-African trade growth the             

AfCFTA holds (UNECA 2018) and the human development opportunities resulting from           

expanded access to medical supplies and other crucial materials (Bollyky 2019), others            

worry about the sudden impact of competition on local industries and the effect of              

non-tariff barriers such as poor transportation infrastructure on growth (Matheson 2019).           

Nonetheless, the AfCFTA remains an important integrative step for Africa, and one that             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?wQF1T1
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could easily lead to the emergence of an EU-like structure on the continent within the               

next decade or two. At the very least, the agreement contains the framework for              

upgrading the AfCFTA as conditions permit to a customs union, the next step on the               

integration ladder ending with full political unification. 

 

Conclusion 

In the meantime, however, the AU’s record in technical matters has been mixed.             

Scholars and politicians often speak of the AU’s “implementation gap,” that is, its lack of               

resources, organizational capacity, and often political will to carry out the programs it             

sets in motion. For example, the AU’s “right to intervene” principle was hailed as a               

revolutionary change from the OAU that many believed could buck the trend of despotic              

leaders committing war crimes with impunity. The right was invoked in 2004 against             

Sudan, when the AU deployed the 150-soldier (later expanded to 7000) African Union             

Mission in Sudan peacekeeping operation to combat human rights abuses in the Darfur             

region. However, the mission was too poorly funded and disorganized to affect            

meaningful change, and it was forced to dissolve in late 2007 into the joint African               

Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur, which faced similar difficulties. Other           

AU peacekeeping missions in Somalia and the Central African Republic have faced            

similar limitations in upholding peace and security, and AU initiatives in continental            

election monitoring and conflict resolution have also run into implementation problems.           

Other critics point to the AU’s overcentralization of its finances and its refusal to sanction               
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leaders of member states who have violated human rights, problems that recall the             

failings of the original Organization of African Unity (Ayittey 2016). 

Other observers are more optimistic, though, noting that Africa’s tolerance for           

regional integration run counter to global trends of isolationism. Landry Signé argues that             

many recently successful initiatives “including the launch of the African Union Agenda            

2063 (a shared road map for the integration and socioeconomic transformation of Africa             

by 2063), the promised African Union passport, the new Single African Air Transport             

Market, closer integration by most of the region’s economies, and the signing of the              

African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) reveal the strength of Africa’s regional            

and continental institutions,” particularly in the area of free movement, a persistent            

barrier to African economic growth and cultural exchange (2018). Signé and others assert             

that the AU can only get stronger if it fosters regional economies and holds leaders to                

high human rights and democratic governance standards. Indeed, its success is beginning            

to attract outside investment in its programs, particularly from other countries in the             

Global South such as China, Turkey, and India (Brigety 2018, para. 5).  

Whether the AU is an inherently well- or shoddily-designed organization, and           

regardless if it will continue to foster regional integration, it will undeniably become             

stronger and more effective as African countries grow in stability and economic strength.             

Given these trends, then, it is likely that the Pan-African organization will continue to              

grow in prominence as an influential actor in international politics. Accordingly, it will             

increasingly demand the focus of powerful nations such as the United States, whose role              

in African affairs and complex relationship to Pan-Africanism are discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2: The Evolution of US Africa Policy 

Whether they have realized it or not, US foreign-policymakers have been           

interacting with the Pan-African project ever since the World War II-era tremors of             

African nationalism first emerged. These interactions, however, have not always been as            

simple or zero-sum as many Pan-Africanists would assert. As discussed in Chapter 1,             

many if not most Pan-Africanist thinkers tend to take a very Marxist or economic              

determinist view of international relations, in which the drive for profit maximization in             

the “core” states inspires them to maintain a mercantilist, dominant-submissive          

relationship with the states of the “periphery.” For Pan-Africanists, the US, as the world’s              

most powerful capitalist state, is the very core of the core, an imaginary representation of               

omnipotence as well as a key agent in political calculations. Because the US tries to               

maximize power, defined as profit, as a core state it would therefore be in American               

interests to oppose any attempt that “peripheral” Africans would make to unify into a              

greater politico-economic structure with greater bargaining power, geopolitical sway, and          

domestic productive capacity.  

As we will see, history has at times supported some semblance of the             

Pan-Africanist narrative of US relations with the Pan-African project, particularly during           

the Cold War (though the narrative often makes the mistake of defining power in terms of                

capital rather than strategic advantage). In these cases, the US deemed a statist Africa to               

be in its national interests. While it did not need to take concerted action to counter                

radical Pan-Africanism given the movement’s overall political weakness, it is clear that            

the US preferred the predictability of statist regimes over the unknown of integration. At              
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other times, though, such as during the War on Terror, the US was much more hospitable                

to Pan-Africanist initiatives such as the African Union, which it believed would provide             

the regional stability the end of Cold War-era bipolarity had compromised, particularly            

through peacekeeping operations. This approach continues through to the present          

administration of President Donald Trump, in spite of the administration’s general           

mistrust of international organizations and its stated commitment to conduct and           

negotiate African trade “on a bilateral basis,” as opposed to a multilateral one vis-a-vis              

regional bodies or the African Union at large (Bolton 2018).  

However, as scholars and practitioners such as former US Ambassador to the            

African Union Reuben Brigety have argued, current US Africa policy falls far short of              

fully embracing or adequately supporting the integrationist initiatives that the AU and its             

member states, as well as Pan-Africanist thinkers, have envisioned. As Brigety writes, “if             

the United States is to regain its standing with African countries, both the US government               

and the US private sector must make serious efforts to improve their understanding of              

Africa: how it is changing, how other actors are responding to those changes, and what               

the implications are for their own approaches to the continent” (2018, para. 2). As              

integration initiatives advance, a more unified Africa will be one of the major changes              

Washington will have to address in the coming decades. 

This chapter considers the development of US Africa policy and its relations with             

the Pan-African project since the latter’s inception. Broadly speaking, US foreign policy            

has always operated based on what Andrew J. Bacevich terms the “strategy of openness;”              

that is, “removing barriers that inhibit the movement of goods, capital, ideas, and             
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people.” This strategy’s ultimate objective is “the creation of an open and integrated             

international order based on the principles of democratic capitalism, with the United            

States as the ultimate guarantor of order and enforcer of norms” (2002, 3). The US’               

Africa policy through the eras of containment, the “unipolar moment” of the 1990s, and              

the ongoing War on Terror has followed this same general approach -- that of promoting               

openness and removing threats to it. In pursuit of this approach, the US has variously               

moved between being an adversary and a fellow traveler of certain sectors of             

Pan-Africanism. 

I begin the chronology in the years following World War II, when the inevitability              

of African independence from the European empires became increasingly apparent and           

Washington realized the necessity of crafting an independent Africa policy in the context             

of the Cold War. During this time, US foreign-policymakers were acutely aware of the              

Pan-Africanist movement and its political ramifications, crafting directives as appropriate          

to square the instability of the continental map with the dictates of US interest and public                

opinion. Cold War-era policy continued through to the 1990s, addressing issues of            

Sino-Russian incursion on the continent; white minority rule in South Africa, Rhodesia,            

Angola, and Mozambique; and geopolitical competition with the Soviet Union in the            

strategically vital Horn of Africa. The chapter then proceeds to the post-Cold War era,              

when the US’ “unipolar moment” allowed it to pursue expanded foreign policy mandates             

in Africa without interruption from great-power competitors, sometimes to its own           

detriment. The changes in US Africa policy brought along by the 9/11 attacks and the               

onset of the War on Terror are discussed, as well as the winding-down of global US                
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counterterror operations in favor of renewed great-power competition win an increasingly           

multipolar world. The chapter concludes with a contemporary assessment of US interests            

with respect to Africa and discussion of how the administration of Donald Trump has              

pursued, and failed to pursue, these interests. 

 

Post-World War II and the Cold War (1945-1991) 

Before the postcolonial independence movements, the US did not have a general            

Africa policy, instead conducting all relations through the capitals of the European            

colonizers. During this period, the colonies were considered merely factors in their            4

colonizers’ overall political, economic, and strategic power on the European continent;           

the balance of that power was seen as crucial to American security and global ambitions               

(Kissinger 2015, 253-254). As such, US policymakers accepted the colonies as a            

geopolitical reality despite normative ambivalence about the concept of territorial empire.  

After World War II, however, with the weakening of the British and French             

empires and the emergence of a bipolar world order, the US recognized the need for an                

Africa policy independent of its Western European allies. It realized that the colonies’             

independence was becoming an inevitability given the momentum of nationalist          

movements, and that its own interests in containing the spreading influence of the Soviet              

Union and China, especially among newly independent states, were incompatible with           

4 The exceptions were independent Liberia and Ethiopia, with which the US established permanent 
diplomatic relations in 1864 and 1909, respectively; Algeria (state of Algiers), Libya (Tripoli), and Tunisia 
(Tunis), which conducted relations with the US as semiautonomous states of the Ottoman Empire from 
1775 to 1830, 1786 to 1835, and 1775 to 1881, respectively, ending with European conquest; and Morocco, 
which conducted relations with the US as an independent sultanate from 1786 to 1912, with permanent 
diplomatic representation beginning in 1905 and ending with European conquest. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?pDTgaH
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the British and French desire to maintain their African possessions. A 1955 memorandum             

from the Department of State’s Office of African Affairs was the first to outline an               

independent US Africa policy. On the one hand, it recognized the vital importance of the               

Atlantic alliance to US geostrategic interests, a structure so crucial that “if a showdown              

occurs between the needs of our European policy and those of our African policy, we               

shall have to recognize the superior demands of our alliance system in Europe” (Shaloff              

1989, 51). On the other hand, the memo also acknowledged that the US “cannot afford to                

ignore the aspirations of the Africans, since our silence would be construed as             

opposition” (Shaloff 1989, 47). This, it was feared, would lead nascent African            

governments into the arms of the Soviets or the perceived Soviet proxies of India and               

Egypt, all of which offered a socialist, postcolonial alternative to Western liberalism that             

could usher in a wider strategic realignment. Such a situation would, in addition to              

strengthening the Soviets’ strategic position, compromise America’s material interests on          

the continent: investment in natural resources, particularly in the “Copperbelt” of the            5

Belgian Congo; the safety of American missionaries, who still served in Africa in large              

numbers; and American military facilities in Liberia, Ethiopia, and the North African            

states (Shaloff 1989, 48). 

The US believed that its interests were best served by the African states taking               

gradual steps toward independence while maintaining close economic and diplomatic ties           

with Western Europe, or at the very least maintaining a stable neutrality that would              

withstand the efforts of Communist revisionism: “It was feared that premature           

5Although no mineral resources found in Africa were yet considered vital to national security. 
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independence might result in a weak government [sic] which the Communists could take             

advantage of” (Shaloff 1989, 39). To these ends, the US increased its investment in              

African economies, boosted education and exchange efforts, opened a number of new            

diplomatic posts, advocated for independence movements in the UN Trusteeship Council,           

and established the Bureau of African Affairs within the State Department in 1958. It              

likewise increased its “soft power” and public diplomacy efforts. In a suggestion that             

seems somewhat awkward in retrospect, US Ambassador to Burundi, Donald Dumont,           

proposed that the US “distribute the National Geographic magazine throughout Africa as            

it does an excellent job of presenting ‘the US image’” (the magazine has come under fire                

for its history of racist, pseudoscientific portrayals of black Africans and other nonwhite             

peoples) (Howland 1999, 564). US efforts, however, assisted by underlying political           

currents among the various countries on the continent, paid off in terms of creating a               

favorable geopolitical atmosphere. Colin Legum observes that “[u]ntil nearly the end of            

1960 the newly-independent African states were, generally-speaking, ‘neutral on the side           

of the West,’” in that they passively supported Western policy while professing            

non-alignment in global affairs (1962, 61). 

As former colonies gained their independence, the US also acknowledged its           

desire for democracy and multiracial rule in apartheid South Africa and the remaining             

British and Portuguese colonies in Southern Africa. Support for worldwide racial           

pluralism was increasing at the time among the American population, and the political             

stability created by resolving racial conflicts would deny the USSR, as a revisionist             

power, room to insinuate itself in opposition movements. Toward these ends, the US             
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preferred to deal with the extant white governments rather than the liberation movements,             

as it wanted to avoid alienating its allies amid rising regional competition with the              

Soviets, Chinese, and their proxies, especially towards the end of the 1960s as proxy wars               

such as the Ogaden conflict between Somalia and Ethiopia and the Rhodesian Bush War              

began to break out. 

Although some of the most important events in the history of political            

Pan-Africanism -- the All-Africa People’s Conferences, the Conference of Independent          

African States, the formation of the Casablanca Group -- took place in the early stages of                

US-Africa relations, Washington, for the most part, took comparatively little notice, and            

certainly did not give the movement much credence. Regarding the Pan-African           

Conference of 1957 in Accra, the State Department simply said in a brief cable to the US                 

embassies and consulates in Africa that “the holding of a conference of independent             

African states is a natural development which should not be discouraged even though it              

may be premature and will in all probability be turned into a forum for the denunciation                

of colonialism and all its works” (Shaloff 1989, 115). At this point, it appears that the US                 

did not view Pan-Africanism in integrationist terms, instead interpreting it as little more             

than a mouthpiece of state-specific nationalist sentiment. 

However, as more African countries became independent in the early 1960s and            

Pan-Africanism began to take hold among the political elite in many of the new              

countries, the US began to see the ideology in its most radical forms as a national security                 

threat. In a 1961 National Intelligence Estimate, for example, the Central Intelligence            

Agency called Pan-Africanism “a mystical concept,” and that “no black African leader            

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4IAs2d
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can afford to reject these concepts and all of them to some degree assert Pan-Africanist               

ideals” (Howland 1995, 554). In spite of moderate Ivorian leader Felix           

Houphouet-Boigny’s 1959 assertion to US diplomats that radical Pan-Africanism was          

“Utopian and only a useful propaganda device,” (Schwar and Shaloff 1992, 114), the CIA              

nonetheless anticipated that “Pan-Africanism will gain support, at least as a visionary            

proposition, and that the militant anticolonialism of the Pan-Africanists will induce more            

moderate leaders to adopt neutralist foreign policies” (Howland 1995, 554) in terms of             

East-West competition. According to US policy, such a neutrality would not be entirely             

negative, as long as the neutral states were stable enough to withstand Communist             

incursion; however, many new African states, such as Congo-Leopoldville (now the           

Democratic Republic of the Congo) and Rwanda were not stable, and faced armed             

uprisings almost immediately after gaining independence. Furthermore, the US’         

containment policy led it to assume that global socialism was monolithic, and that the              

radical socialist states in Africa -- including Ghana, the United Arab Republic (now             

Egypt), and Mali -- would naturally drift toward the Soviet Union in spite of their               

professed neutrality and membership in the newly-formed Non-Aligned Movement.  

As such, the US began to pursue policies designed to secure pro-Western loyalty             

among the African states and put pressure on the Pan-Africanist leaders and regimes it              

deemed destabilizing. One of these cases was Congo-Leopoldville. The Congolese prime           

minister, Patrice Lumumba, was one of the stalwarts of radical Pan-Africanism, speaking            

at the formative All-African People’s Conferences in 1958 and 1960 and espousing            

support for continental non-alignment, military cooperation, and political unity. He          

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8OaLay
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fervently opposed the continued Belgian economic and military presence in Congo. In            

1960, he called for Soviet assistance in routing a Belgian force responding to an armed               

mutiny by native Congolese soldiers, alarming the US government. The situation           

escalated later that year when he threatened to expel the United Nations Operation in the               

Congo (ONUC) peacekeeping force from his country over UN Secretary-General Dag           

Hammarskjöld’s ostensibly lackluster response to the attempted secession of the Katanga           

province, backed by Belgian mining interests. The US feared that Lumumba would allow             

Belgian bases and mineral wealth to fall under Soviet control amid his attempts to secure               

Congolese autonomy, and decided to remove him from power. The CIA first attempted to              

assassinate Lumumba, then supported his rival Joseph Mobutu’s takeover of the           

government when the former tactic proved fruitless (Kalb 1981, n.p.). Lumumba later            

died in captivity under mysterious and violent circumstances. Mobutu proved a reliable            

ally of the US over the course of the Cold War, but his rule of the Congo was marked by                    

acute repression of civil rights and freedoms. 

The US also entertained the idea of regime change in Ghana in the mid-1960s,              

when relations with President Kwame Nkrumah began to sour amid rising unrest and             

vocal anti-American sentiment in his administration. In spite of the radical political            

philosophy he espoused throughout his life, Nkrumah had conducted friendly, even           

mutually beneficial relations with the US for most his presidency. Along with US,             

Nkrumah was a strong supporter of the UN, the UN Trusteeship Council, and the ONUC               

mission (1961, 258, 263-281). He also accepted US development funding for the            

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?FAYrP4
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ambitious Lake Volta dam project in eastern Ghana. He and US President John F.              

Kennedy were also known to share a deep, mutual respect.  

However, as the Ghanaian economy took a downturn in the early 1960s over             

falling commodity prices, Nkrumah’s domestic popularity began to wane, and opposition           

movements started to gain influence. Desperate to hold onto power, Nkrumah purged            

universities and the civil service of moderate elements, consolidated executive power,           

and began cultivating anti-American sentiment as he professed a purer form of            

Pan-Africanism and postcolonialism than he had practiced in his presidential tenure. The            

US had significant sway in Ghana from financing the Lake Volta dam project, but it               

worried Nkrumah would expel US elements and court the Soviets, which “would            

encourage the Communists and leftist elements in other parts of Africa to adopt the same               

tactics they have been following in Ghana” (Howland 1999, 722). While it stopped short              

of advocating forced regime change, the US exerted diplomatic and psychological           

pressure with the goal of “[inducing] a chain reaction eventually leading to Nkrumah’s             

downfall” (Howland 1999, 722).  

Nkrumah was ultimately overthrown by a coup in 1966 and replaced with a             

pro-Western regime. Though the extent of US involvement remains uncertain, the US            

received the coup as “a fortuitous windfall […] Nkrumah was doing more to undermine              

our interests than any other black African” (Howland 1999, 788). To Nkrumah, the US’              

enmity was mutual -- in his book Neo-Colonialism: The Last Stage of Imperialism,             

published to Washington’s chagrin a year before the coup, he writes,  
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Foremost among the neo-colonialists is the United States, which has long           

exercised its power in Latin America. Fumblingly at first she turned towards            

Europe, and then with more certainty after world war two when most countries of              

that continent are indebted to her. Since then, with methodical thoroughness and            

touching attention to detail, the Pentagon set about consolidating its ascendancy,           

evidence of which can be seen all about the world (1966, 239). 

The interventions the US undertook in Africa during the Cold War largely proved             

short-sighted, creating or exacerbating conditions of instability for a generation or more            

even where they succeeded in routing real or perceived Soviet or Chinese influence. The              

US’ Africa policy of the time has certainly been condemned by Pan-Africanists -- the              

scholar Kofi K. Dompere uses the phrases “orgy of terror” and “orgy of violence” no               

fewer than ten times in one of his books, for example (2006). However, it is worth noting                 

that the US, as indicated by State Department documents, understood very well the             

different ideological currents of political Pan-Africanism and the consequences should          

one sub-ideology or another begin to gain traction. As long as the constituent states of a                

political or economic union were aligned towards the West, the US reasoned,            

Pan-Africanist structures could be beneficial in creating the regional stability that would            

preclude Soviet incursion.  

As such, the 1960 National Intelligence Estimate listed as one of its Africa policy              

proposals that of “[e]ncourag[ing] participation of the moderate leaders in regional or            

Pan-African movements” (Schwar and Shaloff 1992, 130), which came just after a            

proposal for constructive engagement with non-Communist nationalist movements. In         
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essence, this lent support to the gradualist integration initiatives of Houphouet-Boigny,           

Julius Nyerere, and the Monrovia Group countries. A National Security Council report            

later that year echoed the suggestion, saying, “[a]s appropriate, [the US should]            

encourage the formation of federations or other forms of association among the            

newly-emerged states which will enhance their political and economic viability,”          

(Schwar and Shaloff 1992, 175) echoing the realist skeleton of Nkrumahism and the             

theory of the “United States of Africa.”  

The document dismissed the more radical Pan-Africanist schemes less out of           

ideological sentiment than out of practicality, noting that “the political benefits envisaged            

in most of these schemes have become considerably less attractive to many national             

leaders who regard such schemes as an infringement on their newly-won independence”            

(Schwar and Shaloff 1992, 171). Hypothetically, then, the US would be the actor pushing              

(albeit somewhat condescendingly) for African “unity” amid continental squabbling and          

self-interest. Though the US took no such action aside from endorsement and limited             

funding of the OAU and the various regional organizations, one of the “forms of              

association” it considered implementing was a “Pan-African Military School…to         

contribute to the strength and authority of all pro-Western elements within state power             

structures, particularly the military elements” (Howland 1999, 543). The suggestion,          

proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara in 1964,               

outlined a US-run academy in Nigeria or Ethiopia that would teach military science,             

civics, and Western ideals to junior officers from across the continent, with a purpose of               

building state capacity to resist instability and regime change that could benefit the Soviet              
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and Chinese presence in Africa. The school was never implemented, as interstate proxy             

wars in Africa in the later years of the 1960s and the 1970s and the Vietnam War soon                  

consumed the Department of Defense’s attention. However, the proposal demonstrates          

that Washington viewed Africa’s balkanized state with trepidation and desired some           

forms of integration, even though the solutions they mentioned lacked the ambition of             

full continental political unity. 

Many Pan-Africanists would dispute the sincerity of US-backed integration         

initiatives. They would point out that any interest the US may have had in strengthening               

Africa went only so far as its own geopolitical and economic concerns writ large; any               

desire for political revolution or black racial elevation played little part in the American              

state’s calculus. Furthermore, US military patronage, even when conducted on a           

continent-wide scale, would fly in the face of the non-alignment principle, which had             

become central to Pan-Africanist thought during the Cold War despite many African            

states’ shaky adherence to it in practice. However, in terms of realpolitik, the US during               

the Cold War shared many of the same interests to which the Pan-Africanist leaders              

professed. Stability, as mentioned earlier, was the US’ primary interest on the continent,             

upstaging economic relations and former colonies’ continued alignment with Europe. A           

unified Africa, if executed according to Pan-Africanists’ ambitions, with the          

governmental structures Nkrumah proposed and relative moderates such as Julius          

Nyerere endorsed as ideal endpoints to unity, would have benefited the US by ensuring a               

collective distribution of resources toward economic and political development, along          

with a collective policy of neutrality. This Africa would have been more able to resist               
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Soviet revisionism, which Nkrumah may have identified as a guise of colonialism to be              

defended against, than any one country on its own. The danger, which the US correctly               

identified, was of the continental superstructure collapsing and Africa descending into           

chaos. As such, it could offer only tepid support. 

As African national borders solidified over the 1960s and gradualist initiatives           

such as the OAU emerged as the definitive political expression of Pan-Africanism,            

mention of African political integration efforts and Nkrumah-style leftism begins to           

disappear from US government documents. At the same time, it became increasingly            

clear to policymakers and observers that many of the new African states, even those              

governed by staunch Western allies, were not sturdy enough to resist internal disarray and              

Soviet influence. In 1968, the USSR proclaimed the Brezhnev Doctrine, which           

committed the state to supporting nascent socialist movements in the developing world, a             

policy which put it in direct conflict with American interests. Compounding the problem             

was the continuing issue of white minority rule in Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia, and             

South Africa. As many young states and substate groups drifted toward Soviet alignment,             

the US needed the apartheid states’ assistance in maintaining order more than ever, but it               

engaged with them at the continued risk of being labeled a racist actor by much of the                 

developing world. US policymakers feared that the “racist” label would undermine the            

US’ credibility in offering ideological alternatives to Marxist postcolonialism, which the           

USSR endorsed. 

During this new era of US-Africa relations, which may be defined by the triumph              

of the gradualist strain of Pan-Africanism, the rise in proxy conflicts on the substate and               
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regional levels, increased Soviet assertiveness, and the foregrounding of anti-apartheid          

movements, the general goals of US Africa policy did not change significantly from the              

pre-independence era. A 1968 State Department document defined US aims as  

(a) safeguarding of US strategic interests; adoption by African governments of           

favorable attitudes; fostering of US trade and investments; (b) realization of the            

principle of self determination in southern Africa; (c) achievement of an           

environment which will permit the African nations to develop their national           

interests without external interference (Howland 1999, 705). 

In their promotion of free economic flows and democratic governance under US            

patronage, all of these goals continue to reflect Bacevich’s “strategy of openness” as             

applied to US Africa policy. The order of the goals as listed is also telling. US strategic                 

dominance and political influence are prioritized over resolution of racial struggles, and            

both take precedent over the cultivation of effective sovereignty. As realism would            

predict, the US abided by this order of priorities in its engagement with Africa.              

Undergirding its policies in support of these priorities was the policy of “selective             

engagement.” The US “selectively engaged those countries where it felt US national            

interests were involved,” (Keller 2006, 4), and in the process tried to avoid miring itself               

in peripheral foreign commitments that would distract from anticommunist efforts in           

Vietnam and Latin America. Signaling this approach, in 1973 the National Security            

Council wrote that “[u]nlike previous Administrations, we made it clear to Africans [...]             

that we could neither back the armed liberation of southern Africa nor support measures              

designed to isolate Portugal or South Africa” (Samson and Van Hook 2006, 39). For a               
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while, this approach translated to very limited US involvement on the continent; most             

efforts were dedicated to improving bilateral relations, structuring development aid          

programs, and creating trade and investment opportunities. Washington also believed it           

had to “accept the fact that we are likely to be at odds with black Africans on many                  

international issues for some time to come and adjust our international conference            

strategy accordingly” (Samson and Van Hook 2006, 167).  

Increasing Soviet intervention in Africa, however, forced the US to increase its            

own engagement on the continent. In Angola in 1975, the USSR and Cuba intervened on               

the side of the communist People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) in its               

civil war with South African-supported National Union for the Total Independence of            

Angola (UNITA). The US, worried that a communist Angola would threaten neighboring            

resource-rich Zaire, threw its lot in with UNITA, supplying arms and other resources to              

UNITA, Zaire, and South Africa. Ethiopia, formerly a US ally, became communist in             6

1974 when Haile Selassie was overthrown by Mengistu Haile Mariam and the Derg             

movement. Mengistu formally embraced the USSR in 1977 when Ethiopia fought the            

Ogaden War with neighboring Somalia, prompting a broader realignment throughout the           

Horn of Africa. In Rhodesia, the Bush War between the white government and the              

communist Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) rebel movement threatened to          

draw ZANU allies Tanzania and Zambia into the Soviet orbit. Washington, taking            

6 The situation on the ground, however, was much more complex, and alliance structures became somewhat 
hazy, if not postmodern. Former US diplomat Daniel Simpson writes that “for years, Cuban troops guarded 
American oil production facilities on behalf of an African Marxist government. A lot of Angola’s oil was 
exported to the United States; the US companies involved made money. The Cuban troops were paid for by 
the American oil revenues. The Marxist government was kept in power by Soviet and Cuban forces, which 
were fighting the ostensibly pro-Western guerilla movement, UNITA [...] it would have made a good Alec 
Guinness movie expect that so many people got killed or starved” (1994, 8-9). 
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advantage of ties to both Tanzania and Rhodesian ally South Africa, took a leadership              

role in negotiating a peaceful settlement to the conflict, which included democratic            

elections and amnesty for the white Rhodesian regime (Rhodesia became Zimbabwe in            

1980 under majority rule).  

US president Jimmy Carter, in keeping with his administration’s human-rights          

centered foreign policy, took a harder line on apartheid South Africa than did his              

predecessors Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, though this policy was reversed under            

Ronald Regan for an approach of “constructive engagement.” That the Regan           

administration reversed its policies by the end of the 1980s and participated in trade              

sanctions on South Africa speaks not only to South Africa’s lessened importance to the              

US as competition on the continent with the USSR wound down, but also to the strength                

of black political activism in the United States. As Vernon Johnson writes,  

[African-Americans] have always opposed a US foreign policy dominated by the           

geopolitical game of chess in which Third World countries are won and lost like              

pawns at the bidding of the superpower gamesmen. Instead, Black Americans will            

continue to uphold the ability of developing countries to pursue self-determination           

and, if they so choose, non-alignment and even socialism (1987, 230). 

As Johnson explains, these strains in African-American political thought -- skepticism for            

interventionist foreign policy and an identification with people seen as oppressed --            

stems from a strong Pan-Africanist mindset that identifies a common heritage and future             

among black people worldwide, and have been present in American politics since the             

arrival of African slaves in North America (Geiss 1974, 30). US foreign-policymakers            
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had long been aware of the movement’s potential strength: National Security Advisor            

Robert W. Kormer wrote in 1965 that President Johnson “wants to discourage emergence             

of any special Negro pressure group (a la the Zionists) which might limit his freedom of                

maneuver” (Howland 1999, 554) in African affairs. The black American movement           

against South African apartheid, however, was the most visible manifestation of the            

lobby’s strength (though the Congressional Black Caucus had also succeeded in           

convincing President Carter to extricate the US from Angola in 1976 [Johnson 1987,             

220]) and of the influence of Pan-Africanist ideology on US foreign policy from the              

domestic side. 

 

The Post-Cold War Era and Multipolarity (1991-2020) 

The fall of the Soviet Union and the effective end of communism reshaped US              

Africa policy in the 1990s. Because the US no longer had to worry about losing ground in                 

the developing world to a near-peer geopolitical competitor, it was free to pursue its own               

devices there with minimal immediate risks. It maintained the “strategy of openness”            7

with as much vigor as it did during the Cold War, but the policies it implemented during                 

the new “unipolar moment” were very different. In Africa, those policies focused a great              

deal on state-building, democratization, and humanitarianism, including humanitarian        

intervention, while upholding similar neoliberal economic policy as during the Cold War.            

Former US ambassador Daniel H. Simpson wrote in 1994 that  

7 Or, as Charles Kupchan puts it, “The United States was able to take successive missteps without 
confronting adverse consequences” (2003, 23).  
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we seek to strengthen and to work with and through international and regional             

political, economic, and financial institutions. We promote democracy, not just as           

a system that worked for us, but also as a system that encourages the development               

of the element of economic accountability that has been so often missing from             

governance in Africa. We promote this approach as an alternative to systems that             

have failed in Africa and elsewhere: the one-party state, the military dictatorship,            

African or other socialism, even Empire (1994, 6). 

For many, the benefit of these “openness” initiatives to US national interests was unclear,              

at best. Letitia Lawson notes that Africa was “a continent in which [the US] perceived               

few significant national interests,” and that the “assertive multilateralism” doctrine of the            

George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton administrations spoke more to American values than              

material gain (2007, 1). With respect to US humanitarian intervention in Somalia in the              

early 1990s with the United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) and Unified Task             

Force (UNITAF) missions, she writes that “not since the 1840s, when Britain, France,             

and the United States dispatched cruisers to the west coast of Africa in order to hunt                

down slave ships, had the world seen a major military operation devoid of any strategic               

or economic benefit” (2007, 2). Lawson is correct that the early post-Cold War American              

foreign-policy makers tended to interpret “openness” in a very broad way, just as they              

had perceived a global mandate for containment in the decades prior. In material terms,              

promoting openness in developing states is less crucial to a hegemon like the US than               

promoting openness in regions of greater wealth and power. Though her suggestion that             

Somalia, adjacent to critical shipping routes in the Gulf of Aden, is “devoid of any               
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strategic or economic benefit” is erroneous, the fact that the US would commit blood and               

treasure to bringing democracy to the African countries -- at least, while it was politically               

popular -- indeed represents a dramatic shift in policy. 

Major initiatives the US undertook during this period included negotiating an end            

to the communist Derg regime in Ethiopia in the early 1990s, facilitating a referendum on               

Eritrea’s independence in 1991, supporting ECOWAS peacekeepers in the Liberian Civil           

War, and leading the aforementioned UNOSOM and UNITAF peacekeeping missions in           

Somalia in 1992 and 1993. While many of the diplomatic initiatives bore fruit, the              

peacekeeping missions in Liberia and Somalia were widely acknowledged as operational           

failures, and, indeed, in many ways represented a reset for US Africa policy. Thus when               8

genocide came to Rwanda in 1994 and Sudan in 2003, the US refused to commit troops,                

trying to avoid a domestic public relations disaster in the vein of UNOSOM. Instead, the               

administrations of the late 1990s into the early years of the War on Terror tended to lead                 

from behind in African political issues, building state capacity to respond to threats,             

develop public and private sectors, and engage in sustainable foreign trade. New            

diplomatic and developmental initiatives from this period included the 1995 African           

Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), the 1996 African Crisis Response Initiative (now            

African Contingency Operations Training and Assistance), the 2000 Global AIDS and           

Tuberculosis Relief Act, and the 2005 Millennium Challenge Corporation. Coupled with           

the rhetoric of “African Solutions to African Problems,” the new programs engaged            

actively with African subregional organizations and the newly-created African Union as           

8 Although the US regarded the Somalia missions as a failure for the loss of 18 Marines in a Mogadishu 
firefight, the operations have been credited with saving countless Somali lives through distribution of food 
and medical aid (Diehl 2008, 120). 
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partners in security and development. The US saw these African political structures as             

“the primary means to address transnational threats on a sustained basis” without a             

preponderance of US commitment (Keller 2006, 8). As the War on Terror progressed, the              

regional organizations became even more critical in alleviating the adverse social           

conditions that bred terrorism, and in some cases even directly fighting terrorists            

themselves. As Lawson argues, “the underlying goal is to insulate Africa from threats to              

US interests emanating from elsewhere, rather than to engage Africa itself” (2007, 8). 

The most visible policy artifact of the War on Terror from the George W. Bush               

and Barack Obama administrations has been the United States Africa Command, or            

AFRICOM. As former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates explained it, AFRICOM was            

tasked with “overseeing security cooperation, building partnership capability, defense         

support to non-military missions, and, if directed, military operations on the African            

continent” (qtd. in Esterhuyse 2008, 113). It is unique among US military commands in              

that it contains a parallel civilian command structure, giving it greater room to engage in               

public diplomacy in support of its goals, which lean self-consciously toward human            

rather than state security. As South African military expert Abel Esterhuyse defines them,             

the interests AFRICOM supports are the public desire “do something” in the face of              

disasters like Somalia and Darfur, countering Chinese incursions, fighting the War on            

Terror, and securing African oil as an alternative to endangered Middle Eastern stocks.             

Like Lawson, Esterhuyse argues that these goals speak more to general US insecurities             

than any Africa-specific interests. However, he writes that given the privileged position            

of the military in US foreign-policymkaing, “the creation of AFRICOM will raise            
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Africa’s strategic profile in the United States as well as other parts of the world. African                

militaries are to benefit from the creation of AFRICOM in terms of military-diplomatic             

opportunities and the transfer of military expertise and other more tangible military            

means,” both on the national and multilateral scales (2008, 127). More “conscientious”            

policy may even be a result.  

Many Africans, however, have been less than receptive to AFRICOM, which they            

view as a neocolonial operation, an impression solidified with the US’ role in the 2011               

downfall of Pan-Africanist figurehead Muammar Qaddafi. Indeed, at the time of this            

writing, AFRICOM has been denied a central headquarters on the continent and instead             

operates out of Stuttgart, Germany. In 2018, a proposed military agreement between the             

US and Ghana that would grant American forces unimpeded access to Accra’s Kotoka             

Airport in exchange for defense funding was met with public outcry in Ghana, and seems               

to have contributed to increased support for socialist and Pan-Africanist political parties            

(Rock 2018).  

Broadly speaking, the administration of Donald Trump has followed similar          

directives for Africa policy as the Bush and Obama administrations. This assertion may             

seem counterintuitive given Trump’s racist rhetoric on Africans and African “shithole           

countries,” and his relative personal indifference to African affairs. As Peter Beinart            

writes,  

During the Obama administration, U.S. policymakers afforded Africa a level of           

concern and respect that was unprecedented in American history and is           

unimaginable in the Trump era. This attention to Africa reflected not merely a             
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geographic orientation but an ideological one: a belief that human security, even            

in the poorest and weakest of states, matters to U.S. national security (2019, 162). 

Beinart’s impression that Trump would neglect Africa is supported by the Trump            

administration’s stated policy of austerity in supporting peacekeeping missions, its          

targeted denial of development aid to states opposing its policies in multilateral            

diplomacy, and its tailoring of aid to strategic objectives. However, Trump’s Africa            

policy contains the same themes of neoliberal economic development, multilateral          

security initiatives, and democracy promotion as Obama- and Bush-era policy. Policy           

directives include the “Prosper Africa” initiative, which aims to “support open markets            

for American businesses, grow Africa’s middle class, promote youth employment          

opportunities, and improve the business climate;” promoting fair trade initiatives using           

AGOA; investing in regional security partners, including increasing support for the G5            

Sahel group; and focusing development aid “on states that promote democratic ideals,            

support fiscal transparency, and undertake economic reforms” (White House 2018, n.p.).           9

Importantly, the principle of promoting African “self-reliance” features heavily in the           

policy’s rhetoric, harking back to the Clinton-era principle of “African solutions to            

African problems,” while reflecting broader contemporary trends of retrenchment and          

non-interventionism in US foreign policy.  

The most noteworthy plank of the Trump administration’s Africa policy,          

however, and one dominating contemporary discussion of US-Africa relations, is the           

competition for influence on the continent with China and -- though to a far lesser degree                

9 While the merits of this last directive are debatable, the Trump administration has been inconsistent in 
adhering to it, having increased foreign aid to such human rights violators as DR Congo, Cameroon, and 
Sudan (USAID 2019. 
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-- Russia. In his 2018 address to the Heritage Foundation that introduced the             

administration's Africa policy, former National Security Advisor John Bolton said:  

the predatory practices pursued by China and Russia stunt economic growth in            

Africa; threaten the financial independence of African nations; inhibit         

opportunities for US investment; interfere with US military operations; and pose a            

significant threat to US national security interests [...] Countering these serious           

threats is the second priority under our new Africa strategy (Bolton 2018). 

“Predatory practices” mainly refers to China’s extension of its Belt and Road Initiative             

(BRI) development paradigm to Africa, where it has invested billions of dollars over the              

past decade in infrastructure and investment financing. China’s spending on Africa,           

though still smaller than American spending as of this writing, is growing at a much               

faster rate and comprises China’s largest development commitment outside of the           

Asia-Pacific (Sow 2018). Observers in Africa and abroad have charged China with            

trapping African governments in unsustainable debt through high-interest,        

low-accountability development loans, and demanding diplomatic allegiance and control         

of physical infrastructure as repayment. They point to cases such as Zambia, which ceded              

control of its Kenneth Kaunda Airport in Lusaka to China in 2018 after defaulting on               

loans. Evidence exists that China is also attempting to establish a global monopoly over              

access to rare strategic minerals, many of which -- including platinum, cobolt, and             

vanadium -- are concentrated in Sub-Saharan Africa. As a recent Foreign Policy analysis             

notes: “By directly acquiring mines, accumulating equity stakes in natural-resource          

companies, making long-term agreements to buy mines’ current or future production [...]            
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and investing in new projects under development, Chinese firms traded much-needed           

capital for outright control or influence over large shares of the global production of these               

resources” (FP Analytics 2019, n.p.). 

In response to increased Chinese activity on the African continent, in 2019 the             

Trump administration created the International Development Finance Corporation (DFC),         

which makes limited equity investments in private-sector projects in strategic low- and            

middle-income countries. One of DFC’s functions is to help African countries that have             

incurred heavy Chinese debt by “[renegotiating] agreements, either on behalf of the            

debtor country or by buying up and then refinancing the debt with longer repayment              

terms” (Kapstein and Shapiro 2019). This approach recognizes that Chinese investment is            

highly desirable to African countries and that the US can only compete by offering              

credible development alternatives.  

However, some scholars have questioned whether the US should be concerned by            

China’s presence in Africa at all. RAND Corporation political scientist Lloyd Thrall            

argues that the US and China share complementary interests of defeating terrorism,            

growing economic and infrastructural capacity, and strengthening existing regimes:         

“Cold War geopolitics are a poor model for understanding contemporary Sino-American           

interest correlation in Africa” (2015, 80). Thrall observes that, unlike the Soviet Union,             

China makes no attempt to offer an ideological alternative to American democratic            

capitalism; its engagement with human rights-violating “pariah states” like Zimbabwe          

and Omar al-Bashir’s Sudan alongside the more liberal ones merely reflect its policy of              

amorality in foreign relations. China’s military activity on the continent is dedicated            
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almost exclusively to peacekeeping and supply operations, contrary to the fears of            

American generals. Furthermore, with respect to “debt traps,” Thrall writes that “China’s            

more problematic political and economic activities in Africa are not nefarious; instead,            

they reflect Chinese actors’ relative lack of oversight, myopia regarding economic           

growth, preference for expediency, and lack of comfort with established multilateral           

economic institutions” (2015, 83). Echoing the sentiments of Jianbo and Xiaomin (2011),            

he concludes that “China’s African relationships are not a strategic threat to American             

interests in Africa,” and that the US should seek to cooperate with Chinese development              

initiatives where it can and “should focus on reinvigorating its African relationships            

rather than competing with China in Africa” (2015, 85; 89). Thrall’s argument that China              

does not intend to ensnare African countries in “debt traps” is questionable, given its              

similar exercises of sharp power in other regions of the world for diplomatic gain. He               

also makes no mention of China’s increasing control of the strategic minerals market.             

However, he makes the valid point that the US should not conceive of contemporary              

African politics in Cold War terms, and should seek to complement China’s development             

efforts in places where it is feasible. One of these opportunities for US involvement is the                

African Union, the modern manifestation of the Pan-African project whose development           

will greatly benefit the US’ foreign policy “strategy of openness” in the near-term.  

As this chapter has demonstrated, many of the US’ objectives on the African             

continent have remained the same since the 1990s and early 2000s: commercial activity,             

peace and security, and commodities access. Assuming these interests are constant in the             

near-term, the AU’s multidimensional growth will aid the US in realizing them in an              
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effective and efficient manner -- provided, of course, that Washington follows the proper             

policy guidelines in its engagement with the African continent. The AU’s benefit to the              

US, and suggestions for an effective Africa policy that takes Pan-Africanism into            

account, are considered in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3: US-AU Relations in the Short Term 

Early Pan-Africanists writing in the context of the Cold War believed that a             

politically unified Africa would be a powerful geopolitical peer of Western Europe and             

the United States, who would fear Africa’s rise on the global stage. This stance was               

suffused with emotional emphasis. In the classic Pan-Africanist novel Devil on the Cross             

(1980), Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong’o depicts the Western capitalist “thieves and            

robbers” being forced from the continent in a dreamscape by a united, politically-aware             

proletariat: “[w]hen the crowd saw the foreign thieves about to leave the cave, their              

laughter turned into a menacing roar [...] the seven foreign robbers from Western Europe,              

the USA and Japan were saved from being torn to pieces only by the fact that their cars                  

were nearby” (1987, 208). Nkrumah had a similar attitude, arguing in Africa Must Unite              

that to ensure continued hegemony over Africa, foreign powers would fearfully “use any             

and every device to halt and disrupt the growing will among the vast masses of Africa’s                

populations for unity” (1964, xvi). 

While often emotionally charged, however, Pan-Africanist theory and literature         

has been based on a sober politico-economic argumentative framework. As discussed in            

Chapter 1, many of its adherents argued that Africa’s ability to collectively bargain would              

allow it to deny the West military facilities on the continent and would curb              

multinationals’ near-unlimited gains from natural resource extraction. It was therefore          

assumed that the US and the West would oppose any effort by Africa to unite, as their                 

national interests would be endangered. This, many Pan-Africanists believe, is what led            

to the West’s role in the downfall of Pan-Africanist oriented regimes, from Patrice             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?doI6gW
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?HIM0GW
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Lumumba’s in 1960 to Muammar Qaddafi’s in 2011. However, as we have seen, a              

politically united Africa in the sense that the Pan-Africanists envisioned was never a             

viable possibility, with numerous political and logistical issues proving insurmountable --           

issues in which the US and the West had little direct involvement. This is not to say that                  

the legacy of colonialism has not continued to loom large across the African continent,              

and certainly continues to indirectly condition political, social, and economic instability.           

That said, it is also the case that the direct intervention seen on the African continent in                 

the latter half of the 20th century was less direct political opposition to an integrationist               

political project, and more efforts aimed at commercial expansion, regional stabilization,           

power-balancing, and counterterrorism. 

Given this situation, I believe it is necessary to reiterate my skepticism about             

Africa developing into a continental superpower or “United States of Africa” anytime            

soon, if ever. This is a view shared by most African politics experts. As a result of the                  10

difficulties and missteps of the Pan-African project, statism remains the status quo in 21st              

century Africa, and the region is the slowest-integrating and least-integrated in the world             

(Martin 2002, 125). As mentioned in Chapter 1, although the official purpose of the              

Africa Union is to be the conduit of a union government, the realities of the               

organization’s design and the internal politics of its members largely preclude formal            

unity at the present moment. Ethnic tension, fostered by colonialism, outweighs           

Pan-African identity among the people of many regions. Patronage networks and           

corruption throughout Africa also favor the status quo of statism. Physical infrastructure            

10 See Okumu 2009, Maluwa 2012, Welz 2012  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gc8Ya4
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for realizing exchange of people, goods, and ideas across the continent remains in its              

infancy, political will for advanced integration is low, and the AU faces large obstacles in               

implementing the integrative policies that it produces. If a Pan-African government with            

a unitary foreign policy were to be formed tomorrow, it would lack the resources and               

centralization to enjoy de facto sovereignty. 

However, the recent strides made by the AU, along with the rapid political and              

economic development of individual African states, at least requires that we consider the             

possibility of Africa uniting as a single actor in international relations in the near future,               

in much the same way that the European Union is currently. The free trade areas, regional                

security partnerships, and potential military alliances that African states are actively           

developing will serve to both expand the region’s existing power and align the individual              

nations’ interests in an increasingly multipolar world order. And, despite the           

impracticality of achieving the desired end goal of pan-Africanist ideology, its continued            

circulation makes the notion of African integration more substantial and enduring than            

any other regional grouping in the world, suggesting a great deal of longevity for              

integrationist ambitions. In this context, it is worth re-imagining how an integrated Africa             

will affect US power in the 21st century, and whether and how much the effects of                

integration will harm US interests in the way that Ngugi and Nkrumah predicted decades              

ago. 

To this end, this chapter assesses US interests on the continent in the short run,               

and examines how these interests will be served (or not) by increasing levels of              

integration. Although they interweave and encompass multiple sub-categories, these         
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interests can be divided into three categories: trade and investment, peace and security,             

and strategic minerals access. Based on the US’ short-run interests in Africa, the chapter              

will examine the agreeability of African integration to the US, and will offer policy              

prescriptions that will enable the US to reap the most reward from the progression of               

African unity. Broadly, it will argue that African continental integration is largely            

beneficial to the US in a variety of areas, from economic relations to peace and security                

and strategic minerals access. The final, concluding chapter of this thesis will look to              

African and US priorities and relative power in the long-run, treating Africa as a more or                

less unitary actor. Given its long-term scope, that discussion will be necessarily more             

hypothetical in nature, as I attempt to take into account current geopolitical trends and the               

nature of African integration mechanisms.  

 

Short-Run US Interests in Africa 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the last three US administrations have pursued broadly             

similar policies in Africa, in line with the US’ overarching “strategy of openness.” These              

policies have focused on facilitating Africa’s assimilation of democratic norms and           

integrating it into the global economy. Though Washington pursues these policies out of             

calculated self-interest, it frames them as being mutually beneficial to the US and African              

client states. Thus John Bolton, in his 2018 introduction to the Trump administration’s             

Africa policy, said, “[w]e want African nations to succeed, flourish, and remain            

independent in fact and not just in theory” (Bolton 2018). Reuben Brigety concurs,             

writing that “strengthening democratic institutions; spurring economic growth, trade and          

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?MiOfoe
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investment; advancing peace and security; and promoting opportunity and development          

[…] has been pursued in Africa as a matter of stated policy or actual practice by every                 

US administration – both Republican and Democratic – since the end of the Cold War.               

Even more significantly, they are consistent with what Africa says it wants for itself”              

(Brigety 2016, 160). Although the wisdom of the US pursuing a strategy of openness has               

rightly been the subject of spirited debate, with Trump and many of his Democratic              

opponents arguing for a reduced US presence in international affairs, in actuality US             

interests in Africa have remained much the same regardless of whether the US chooses to               

pursue a foreign policy defined by activism or retrenchment. Although US political            

conduct in Africa may change over time as US administrations gain or lose their appetite               

for activist policy, the US’ general agreeableness toward strengthened Pan-Africanist          

structures should not, assuming that these fundamental interests remain constant. I divide            

discussion of these interests into three broad, overlapping areas: Trade and Investment,            

Peace and Security, and Strategic Minerals Access. 

 

Trade and Investment 

One key US interest, and the first that Bolton mentions in his speech, is of               

advancing trade and commercial ties with African states. In 2018, the US had over $30               

billion of foreign direct investment in Africa and over $40 billion in two-way trade (EY               

2019; USTR 2019). Although these numbers have declined somewhat in recent years and             

represent a smaller slice of US trade and investment than in other regions of the world,                

both Washington and the private sector acknowledge Africa’s status as a fast-growing            

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?W4QrpP
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KJt1is
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KJt1is
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?P931nt
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market and have expressed the desire to begin making inroads to it (Szmigiera 2019;              

USTR 2019; US Census Bureau 2020; Lund 2014). The major piece of policy the US has                

used to establish these inroads is the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA),             

signed in 2000 by the Clinton administration “with the objective of expanding US trade              

and investment with sub-Saharan Africa, to stimulate economic growth, to encourage           

economic integration, and to facilitate sub-Saharan Africa's integration into the global           

economy” (USTR 2019a). Extended until 2015 to last until 2025, AGOA has been             

credited with significantly expanding US-Africa commerce. However, it is positioned as           

more of a developmental initiative than a true trade agreement among equals, such as a               

free trade agreement or Trade in Services Agreement (Moss 2015, para. 8). As of this               

writing, the US does not have either of these types of commercial agreement with any               

African countries or regional organizations; the only initiatives currently in place are            

bilateral investment treaties and non-binding, exploratory Trade and Investment         

Framework Agreements with Angola, Ghana, Liberia, Mauritius, Mozambique, Nigeria,         

Rwanda, and South Africa, as well as four regional economic communities. This            11

relative lack of mature economic frameworks suggests that the US and Africa are far              

from maximizing gains from their commercial interactions -- especially given that some            

estimates predict that Africa’s combined economy will be worth $5.6 trillion by 2025             

(McKinsey Global Institute 2016, v). 

On the surface level, then, the benefits of increased continental or regional            

integration on African economic opportunities seem obvious: greater interconnectedness         

11 The organizations are: Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), East African 
Community (EAC), Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), and West African 
Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?5ERxXv
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?5ERxXv
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?MEncyw
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?XzFTxX
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?1XXRUw
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?oWJLjP
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?kJl189
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results in faster and more efficient allocation of inputs, significantly boosting           

productivity. At the same time, decreased trade barriers among regional groupings and            

continentally through the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) create          

relatively local demand for locally-produced goods and services, giving indigenous          

industries room to grow and diversify, insulated from competition from more established            

international firms. The net effect is a synergy among African markets that adds value to               

the regional economy and increases gains for foreign investors and markets for foreign             

goods. US policymakers recognize the desirability of this outcome. In a joint US-AU             

statement on the AU’s deployment of the AfCFTA, the two entities promised to “jointly              

identify subject areas related to the ongoing negotiation and implementation of the            

AfCFTA as subjects for cooperation and for possible technical assistance and capacity            

building” (USTR 2019c). Brigety, too, notes that “US political influence in Africa will             

likely depend at least as much on economic linkages with African economies as on              

political ties to African governments,” on account of US firms’ ability to provide             

employment for Africa’s enormous young adult population (2016, 170). A stronger           

domestic economy will also be less dependent on US development aid, potentially saving             

Washington billions of dollars in economic assistance. 

However, there is considerable debate as to whether the AfCFTA and associated            

regional free trade agreements will have much effect in strengthening the African            

economy at-large in the long run. Andres D. Medellin identifies three areas of             

shortcoming for the AfCFTA: “(a) the vast disparities in the size and composition of              

African economies; (b) the differing ways in which African countries have integrated            

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qtGc18
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6u0JHx
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themselves to the world economy; and (c) the African nations’ ability to switch to less               

commodity-based exports” (2019, para. 7). Because of these factors, as well as the fact              

that most African nations have higher trade volumes with Global North countries than             

with each other, Medellin predicts that the new trade agreement will only “serve to              

facilitate the movement of extra-African products—imported mainly from        

Europe—across Africa.” The result would harm Africa’s less-diversified markets in the           

process (2019). As undesirable as this outcome would be for Africa, it would likely              

increase demand for US goods on the continent, or at least not decrease current levels of                

US exports to Africa. 

Other observers have noted infrastructural difficulties -- such as low broadband           

speeds, intermittent electricity, and poor-quality transportation networks -- that prevent          

African economies and foreign investors from maximizing gains. Though these          

difficulties cannot be directly solved through free trade agreements, other AU Agenda            

2063 initiatives, such as the Single African Air Transport Market, Integrated High Speed             

Train Network, and Grand Inga Dam might help mitigate these shortcomings and add             

value to the AfCFTA, while smoothing the AU’s notorious “implementation gap.”           

Indeed, these technical cooperation measures have become the hallmark of the modern            

AU. As Brigety observes, Agenda 2063 “is a document with high political salience that              

African officials routinely reference in policy discussions at the continental, regional, and            

national levels,” not only a set of developmental goals but a framework for heightened              

cooperation in the Pan-Africanist functionalist tradition (Brigety 2018, para. 12).  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?QHpvKc
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?82N2HE
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In his original argument for an African common market, Nkrumah suggested that            

economic unity would benefit African economic growth by raising Africa’s bargaining           

position for strategic natural resource rights relative to powerful states and multinational            

corporations. He writes in Africa Must Unite,  

One of the principle objectives of our African Common Market must be to             

eliminate the competition which presently exists between us, and must continue to            

do so while any one of us mistakenly shelters under the umbrella of the European               

Common Market. The cash crops that we produce must be pooled, so that our              12

combined totals will give us a commanding position and, through a united selling             

policy, enable us to extract better prices [...] so far we have been selling against               

each other, but in uniting our policy, we can beat the undercutting tactics of the               

buyers who set us one against the other (Nkrumah 1964, 163).  

The surplus value from higher selling prices, Nkrumah explains, would be allocated            

towards development projects in the continent’s less materially-endowed regions,         

ensuring consistent region-wide growth. However, in Marxist fashion, he believed that           

the prospect of higher commodity prices would be enough to provoke capitalist            

developed countries, driven by profit, to intervene in African politics to prevent the rise              

of a common market. Indeed, Nkrumah blamed the power of “imperialist monopolies”            

and capitalist states on Africa’s difficulties in forming political union in the            

post-independence period (Nkrumah 1966, 32). As discussed in Chapter 2, however,           

evidence from the US Department of State’s archive contradicts this narrative of the US’              

12 Which should be taken as referring to all natural resources, including minerals. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mHKl1f
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?H8GnzA
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motives in intervening in African affairs during the Cold War, pointing instead to             

realpolitik. But the question remains: how much should the US worry about higher             

commodity prices in an African Common Market in the 21st century? The modern AU              

has clearly taken up Nkrumah’s “fair trade” cause with its proposed African            

Commodities Strategy framework within Agenda 2063, a “key to enabling African           

countries to add value, extract higher rents from their commodities, integrate into the             

Global Value chains, and promote vertical and horizontal diversification anchored in           

value addition and local content development” (African Union n.d.). Under Nkrumah’s           

assumptions, the creation of such a framework -- combined with progress made towards a              

common market -- should give the US pause and possibly induce it to interfere with               

Africa’s integrationist efforts. 

Yet while higher prices for strategic commodities from Africa -- including rare            

earths such as platinum and cobalt, which are scarce outside the continent (FP Analytics              

2019, n.p.) -- will result in greater final product prices for American firms and customers,               

this shift should not be enough to provoke antagonism from Washington towards African             

integration efforts. As Daniel H. Simpson explains, “the bottom line on           

commodities--and chromium and cobalt are basically commodities, just like pork bellies           

and orange juice, even though they are used for aircraft engines and the like--is that they                

are fundamentally a commercial and investment trading matter. That was probably true            

even during the Cold War. It is definitely true now” (1994, 10). Referring to a situation in                 

Zaire in the 1970s when guerilla activity threatened cobalt exports, he says, “[a] 25              

percent price rise in cobalt would have added $20,000 to the cost of a Boeing 747 engine,                 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?23jlrL
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?t0HNjL
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?t0HNjL
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6rqfBP
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which cost $8.5 million” (1994, 10). It is difficult to believe that such low overall price                

increases would be enough to cause a sea change in US-Africa relations, even when              

applied across the entire US economy. Furthermore, as economist William Butler writes, 

The greater the export earnings of the less developed nations, the more they will              

buy from the industrial nations. By opening up avenues for the export trade of the               

developing nations, and making the adjustments required in the process, the           

industrial nations can advance their own well-being and at the same time provide             

the support needed to enable the less developed nations to achieve self-sustaining            

economic growth (Butler 1963, 383) 

Even as early as 1963, Butler understood that prosperity in the “less developed nations,”              

including those in Africa, would be favorable to the US in spite of the accompanying               

higher commodity prices. A more mature economy in Africa would result in greater             

export and investment opportunities for American firms, balancing out and perhaps           

exceeding the higher cost of inputs. In this sense, the mercantilist economic relations             

conducted between Africa and the Global North for much of the colonial and postcolonial              

era were not only a “brazen onslaught,” as Nkrumah writes (1966, 35); they were also               

inefficient for the Global North itself. 

 

Peace and Security 

A second key interest US interest in Africa is the promotion of peace and security,               

especially in the form of counterterrorism, but also in the realm of peacekeeping and              

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6qigvI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?2L4ZCn
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conflict resolution. The end of the Cold War and patronage of state proxies by NATO               13

and the Warsaw Pact emboldened substate factions in Africa to vie for control of weak               

governments using force. In turn, these governments made use of repressive tactics to             

maintain their hold on power. This phenomenon of widespread civil war in Africa             

intersected with the rise of conservative Islamism in the Middle East, an ideology which              

has begun to gain sway in the northern half of Africa in organizations such as al-Shabab                

and Boko Haram. As discussed in Chapter 2, the United States Africa Command --              

AFRICOM -- was established with the primary goal of overseeing the War on Terror in               

Africa against violent jihadist actors, while also helping mitigate the threat to US allies              

from civil war. As the Pentagon winds down its involvement in the War on Terror and                

peacekeeping initiatives to focus its strategy on near-peer competition with China,           

Russia, and Iran, it has weighed reducing AFRICOM’s presence, a proposed change that             

also comes amid public opposition to US troop deployments abroad (Seligman and            

Gramer 2020). In 2019, The Trump administration also articulated its intent to            

“reevaluate its support for UN peacekeeping missions,” only backing “effective and           

efficient operations” and seeking to “streamline, reconfigure, or terminate missions that           

are unable to meet their own mandate or facilitate lasting peace” (Bolton 2018). Such a               

move will likely decrease AFRICOM’s relevance even further. Although many US           

foreign-policymakers have expressed opposition to such a dramatic drawdown as          

counterproductive to US interests in that it would cede influence on the continent to              

13
 In his Heritage Foundation speech, Bolton uses the loaded phrasing, “countering the threat 

from Radical Islamic Terrorism and violent conflict” (Bolton 2018). 
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China and Russia (see Chapter 2), the future status of the command remains uncertain              

(Gramer 2020).  

Although US strategy appears to be undergoing a shift away from fighting the             

War on Terror and being involved in peacekeeping and conflict resolution, the US’             14

material interest in combating terrorism and political instability in Africa remains. For            

example, terrorist groups continue to attack American citizens and property in Africa. As             

of this writing, the most recent attack was carried out by al-Shabab against a US military                

barracks in Kenya in January, 2020, which killed three American soldiers. This indicates             

that the organization is still alive, well, and antagonistic to the US global footprint.              

Further, civil war and terrorism exert country risk on US investments on the continent,              

and represent obstacles to the rise of sustainable industry and trade opportunities. For             

these reasons, US policymakers tend to consider Africa “important but not necessarily            

strategic” and thereby not necessitating a substantial military commitment (Kühnhardt          

2014, 141). 

As previously mentioned, Washington appears increasingly unwilling to foot any          

significant amount of the bill to maintain and promote peace and security in Africa.              

However, an expanded and empowered AU may mean that it will not have to. The AU                

and the regional organizations currently undertake a number of peacekeeping operations           

in Africa, including the AU’s missions to Somalia and the Central African Republic, its              

joint mission with the UN in Darfur, an AU-led coalition force in Central Africa, and               

ECOWAS’s intervention in Mali. Although the G5 Sahel is not directly related to the              

14 Although Bolton and many other US policymakers have expressed continued material and logistical 
support for initiatives such as the G5 Sahel. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Bnrup2
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AU, it has received AU political and material support for its counterterrorism mission in              

northwest Africa. Of African peacekeeping in general, Brigety glowingly writes that           

“[w]hat African states have lacked in financial resources and material capability they            

have made up for in their willingness to fight and in their bravery under fire [...] AU                 

troops have proven willing, and decisive, in addressing crises in CAR and Mali, and are               

engaging Boko Haram as part of a multinational effort” (Brigety 2016, 164).  

Indeed, the rise of African peacekeeping in the 21st century is a notable             

development in the field of conflict resolution, having made material impacts on            

individual conflicts while changing our understanding of states’ motivations in deploying           

force. Ludger Kühnhardt observes that the AU and its contingent nations have begun to              

redefine the purpose and conduct of peacekeeping as their political investment in it             

increases: “[t]he AU tries to pursue a comprehensive and holistic approach to the agenda              

of peace and security, emphasizing human security as the ultimate objective of all             

political, diplomatic, military, and socioeconomic efforts in stabilizing Africa. The AU is            

committed to the principle of the ‘responsibility to protect,’ which implies the possibility             

of humanitarian interventions” (2014, 129). In addition to terrorism and separatist           

violence, African peacekeepers have also been deployed to fight piracy and transnational            

organized crime (Ani 2018). This approach of broad mandates for peacekeeping signals a             

sharp departure from Cold War-era approaches that generally forbade contingents from           

directly inserting themselves in the conflicts they monitored, and is theoretically           

well-suited to the African security environment, where wars are most often conducted at             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZLKiRs
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?68uxpe
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?UmvUXk
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the substate level between multiple interweaving factions with sociopolitical and          

developmental grievances (Ola and Ehiane 2016, 119). 

The AU’s multidimensional, human-security focused doctrine in deploying force         

is reminiscent of AFRICOM’s approach to defense, which self-consciously includes          

public diplomacy, public health, and development components in its engagement with           

African threat environments. This strategic and operational overlap suggests closely          

shared interests between the AU and AFRICOM. Indeed, the two often work closely on              

matters relating to peacekeeping forces, sharing tactics, equipment, intelligence, and          

logistical infrastructure in addition to occasionally using force (especially close air           

support) to support AU operations. Although many Africans have expressed reluctance           

about what they perceive as an American neocolonial force attempting to establish a             

foothold on the continent (see Chapter 2), “[v]arious AU officials have [...] indicated the              

organization’s support for AFRICOM and the latter’s potential in furthering the cause of             

peace and security on the continent” (Mangala 2013, 350).  

There are many reasons for the US to endorse and continue supporting African             

peace and security initiatives on a continental and regional basis (rather than merely             

bilaterally). For one, the lack of “financial resources and material capability” in            

African-led peacekeeping missions that Brigety seemingly writes off has in fact been a             

major impediment to the forces’ ability to accomplish their missions (Ola and Ehiane             

2016, 126). There are few African countries that have the economic and military muscle              

to carry out peacekeeping missions unilaterally, and those that do often lack the political              

will to intervene in Africa’s more conflict-prone regions, and may commit human rights             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?oqBQ1q
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Cxg05O
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?fSHhYG
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violations with impunity without AU oversight (Bellamy and Williams 2013, 419).           

Although AU missions themselves are likewise economically constrained, they are the           

best option for African militaries to pool resources, effectively distribute responsibilities,           

and properly ensure human rights oversight. Supporting peace and security operations           

conducted on a regional and continental level ensures the US that its stabilization             

interests will not only be effectively carried out by African partners without overlarge US              

investment, but also that they will be carried out in a humane manner, as support for                

regimes that systematically commit human rights violations has been a major critique of             

US military and diplomatic engagement in Africa (Brown 2013, 80). As the AU and its               

security organs increase in cohesion, the effectiveness of its peace and security operations             

is likely to increase as incentives for national financial and military contributions become             

more compelling and state contributors are more assured of their investments bearing            

fruit (Ola and Ehiane 2016, 129). 

A second component in the peace and security equation is the presence of China.              

As I argued in Chapter 2, US and Chinese interests on the continent do not conflict to the                  

degree that is commonly assumed. However, general tensions between the two powerful            

states have increased over the course of the 21st century, and it is in the US interest to                  

ensure that the global balance of power -- both materially and diplomatically -- does not               

tilt too precipitously towards China. Given this, US officials have responded with            

concern to China’s increasing investment in UN peacekeeping in Africa, viewing           

initiatives such as its recently-constructed military base in Djibouti (which China defends            

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EqMQie
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as necessary to its UN peacekeeping commitments) as an effort to win allies in Africa               

while crowding out the US military in strategic regions (Cheng 2018).  

However, as Kühnhardt points out, Chinese peacekeeping in Africa has taken a            

different approach than that of the US: “China understands the promotion of peace and              

security in Africa as part of a postcolonial interdependence, upholding the principle of             

nonintervention and promoting a multipolar world order [...] China supports the AU’s            

peacekeeping efforts but prefers them to be channeled through the United Nations,” as             

the UN is an institution in which China can exercise control over peacekeeping missions’              

mandates via its Security Council veto power (2014, 130). While the US also enjoys veto               

power in the Security Council, its military footprint in Africa is much larger than China’s               

on account of AFRICOM, allowing it to more directly influence AU missions and             

interact on a more intimate basis with the African governments and regional            

organizations involved in peacekeeping. As the AU grows more independent in its ability             

to conduct peace and security operations and takes over peacekeeping responsibilities on            

the continent from the UN, Chinese influence (and US influence) over the process will              

likely also decrease, barring future policy shifts from Beijing. Whether this will result in              

a decreased Chinese military presence on the continent will remain to be seen, but at               

some stage of its development the AU will likely be able to demand withdrawal from               

foreign militaries, harking back to Nkrumah’s Cold War-era belief that “very often            

African questions can be settled by African states if there is no non-African intervention              

or interference” (1961, 252). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?oCmqLV
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It should be noted that an AU-mandated withdrawal would certainly not benefit            

the US, even irrespective of AFRICOM’s ability to conduct peacekeeping and           

counterinsurgency missions. In addition to 27 Cooperative Security Locations (CSLs)          

and Contingency Locations (CLs) -- counterterrorism and counterinsurgency bases         

operated jointly with local and regional partners -- the Department of Defense also             

operates a large Forward Operating Location in continental Africa, Camp Lemonnier in            

Djibouti (Turse 2018). Camp Lemonnier, operated by the US Navy, is a crucial hub for               

US air and sea operations in the Middle East. US interests would not suffer great harm if                 

the AU demanded it vacate the CSLs and CLs, as regional counterterrorism in Africa is               

not a central concern for Washington. However, if Camp Lemonnier were to be closed,              

the US would see its military access to the Middle East severely compromised. If              

ensuring global access to Middle Eastern oil and countering the threat of Islamicist             

terrorist organizations remain a critical interests for Washington in the future, then the US              

will need to find another Forward Operating Location or see its influence in the region               

drastically diminished if the AU invokes Nkrumah’s dictum of “no foreign military bases             

on African soil (1964, 202). This possibility, however, remains much farther off -- in the               

meantime, the AU needs US security cooperation and would be harming its own interests              

if it were to demand a US withdrawal. 

 

Strategic Minerals Access 

Moving away from the issue of peace and security (at least directly), I conclude              

discussion of US short-term interests in Africa relative to the AU with another facet of               

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EuXZiF
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Chinese influence on the continent -- that of the strategic minerals market. As discussed              

in Chapter 2, China has invested significantly in natural-resource extraction in Africa and             

other parts of the developing world and has begun to acquire a controlling stake in the                

world’s supply of a number of critical resources, including cobalt and lithium, which are              

essential to the development of existing and emerging technologies. A recent report by             

FP Analytics notes: “Operating in niche markets with limited transparency and often in             

politically unstable countries, Chinese firms have locked up supplies of these minerals            

and metals with a combination of state-directed investment and state-backed capital,           

making long-term strategic plays, sometimes at a loss” (2019, n.p.). Although many            

American analysts dismiss the “debt traps” narrative of Chinese infrastructure investment           

in Africa, they are more circumspect about Beijing’s growing natural resource monopoly,            

and urge Washington and US firms to increase competition in order to maintain a reliable               

supply and stable prices (Lyman 2010, 4; Hanauer and Morris 2014, 50; FP Analytics              

2019, n.p.). 

A more cohesive AU that is able to develop and implement its African             

Commodities Strategy on a continent-wide level would likely be able to resist a Chinese              

hold on strategic minerals. Although China is often described as pursuing a natural             

resource monopoly in Africa, in actuality it behaves more as a monopsonist -- a single               

buyer for a good in the open market. It is able to achieve this state by taking advantage of                   

the highly deregulated and decentralized nature of the African commodities market to            

win purchase agreements and equity stakes across the industry, driving down prices as it              

edges out other potential buyers (FP Analytics 2019, n.p.). It was similar            
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competition-stifling behavior by European and American firms in the early          

post-independence period that led Nkrumah to advocate for greater African bargaining           

power in an African Common Market (Nkrumah 1964, 163). A continental strategy to             

achieve the best selling prices for commodities would avoid selling to a monopsonist that              

demands low prices for its patronage, in line with the African Commodities Strategy’s             

expressed goal of “add[ing] value [and] extract[ing] higher rents from [African]           

commodities” (African Union n.d.). Such dynamics would deny China control of the            

strategic minerals market while ensuring greater availability of the materials that global            

firms -- including those in the US -- need in order to produce the most up-to-date                

products. 

 

Policy Recommendations 

From the above analysis of US foreign-policy interests, I conclude that a more             

politically and economically unified Africa is beneficial for United States interests in the             

short run. The arrangement would create markets for US goods, secure its investments             

and create opportunities for new ones, decrease its foreign aid and military assistance             

bills, and interdict rival power China’s military and strategic minerals market influences.            

However, there are concerted policy steps the US should take in order to maximize its               

gains in the wake of the AU’s rapid progress toward the Pan-African ideal. The first of                

these is to explicitly endorse Pan-African unity in the first place, as it has yet to do. As                  

Reuben Brigety argues, such a position would do much to ease many Africans’             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?fl63wm
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?yReUjS
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conception of the US as a neocolonial power that engages in African affairs out of narrow                

self-interest:  

Many (if not most) Africans would interpret such a position as American support             

for the destiny that Africans have chosen for themselves. This would likely            

improve levels of trust in American motives among the African political class.            

Moreover, American support for goals that Africans have already made a           

rhetorical commitment to (such as respect for human rights, democracy and           

economic prosperity) could be a powerful statement on the convergence of           

American and African interests (Brigety 2016, 165). 

As I mentioned in the Introduction, one of my original goals in pursuing this thesis was to                 

respond to the rightful suspicion about US foreign policy that I encountered as a student               

in South Africa. Responding to decades of exploitative US behavior in Africa, including             

forced regime change, many of my colleagues had come to believe that the US actively               

opposes Africa’s development, unity, and effective independence. Although I believe no           

state engages -- or should engage -- in foreign policy out of altruism, my research has                

shown that US objectives are not inimical to the self-actualizing unification goals that             

Africa has set for itself, and that effective partnerships can result from Washington and              

Addis Ababa identifying and acting on shared interests. As with any diplomatic endeavor,             

however, groundwork of trust and effective communication must be laid, so it is vital that               

the US abide by Brigety’s suggestion in order to demonstrate that it understands Africa’s              

goals and positions. Furthermore, Washington can -- and should -- go out of its way to                

identify the ways in which its Africa policy and treaties with African nations and IGOs               

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g6TNwm
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support Agenda 2063 items, highlighting areas of mutual gain by making reference to a              

practically and symbolically important AU document -- a step which China is already             

taking in its African diplomacy (Brigety 2018, para. 12). 

An important corollary to Brigety’s directive is that US endorsement of           

Pan-African unity identify the AU as a major conduit for Africa’s external relations with              

the US. As discussed in Chapter 1, although the AU is rapidly developing, it still lacks                

resources and political will to accomplish many of its priorities, and suffers from             

infighting among many of its members. The more pessimistic leaders of its member states              

may still subconsciously consider it an ineffectual “shadow” organization copy of the            

European Union, in the same sense that the incompletely sovereign African states are             

sometimes analyzed as “shadow” nations themselves (Ferguson 2006, 16). The          

knowledge that the US is willing to engage with the AU on a more advanced level in                 

support of African integration may prompt African leaders to move more quickly along             

with policy initiatives and develop unified, adhered-to positions, knowing that the           

Pan-African organization is taken seriously as the mouthpiece of the African nations. The             

same corollary may be applied to the regional organizations, although these have a             

greater tendency to develop endogenously on the axis of mutual economic benefit among             

member states. 

More concretely, the US can take actions to engage with the economic and             

security components of the Pan-African project. Regarding the former, Brigety suggests           

that the US deepen diplomatic engagement with the regional organizations (such as by             

appointing ambassadors directly to each organization rather than relying on dual           

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mKYUHm
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?F6Maer
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accreditation), and allow joint filing for the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), a            

developmental initiative that assesses recipient states’ aid applications based on the           

states’ progress in human rights and political/economic freedom indices. In Brigety’s           

words:  

If multiple countries were able to submit joint proposals for MCC funding, there             

would be productive pressure from all of the applicant nations on each other to              

achieve the threshold standard of the MCC governance indicators. This would not            

only be a tangible tool for the United States to encourage strong governance in              

support of pan-African Unity, but the projects themselves would enhance regional           

economic integration” (2016, 166-167).  

This latter initiative would also help ensure that Pan-African development proceeds by            

US standards rather than Chinese, which tend to focus on physical infrastructure and             

resource development rather than good governance and, indeed, engage with African           

regimes regardless of human rights record or corruption index. Economically speaking,           

Washington can also consider expanding its network of Trade and Investment           

Framework Agreements to other regional organizations, such as the high-performing          

Southern African Development Community (SADC). It can also use the Agreements to            

discuss the terms under which the US engages in trade with African nations on a bilateral                

versus multilateral basis, as most US trade with the continent is currently conducted             

bilaterally. 

In terms of peace and security, AFRICOM already cooperates to a large extent             

with AU and regional peacekeeping initiatives, a trend which should by all means             
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continue. As Jack Mangala writes, “[c]o-operation between AFRICOM, the RECs and           

the regional brigades that form the ASF has been expanding tremendously, and some             15

military, logistical and humanitarian training exercises have become routine over the past            

few years” (2013, 351). However, Mangala also notes that even as AFRICOM increases             

its support for AU and regional security apparatuses, it also deepens cooperation with the              

militaries of individual nations. Given this, “it seems legitimate to ask whether            

AFRICOM’s current approach might undermine the APSA, ” the AU’s dicta for           16

multilateral conflict resolution (Mangala 2013, 351). In order to prevent its bilateral aid             

network from interfering with the multilateral apparatuses that are more beneficial to US             

interests in the long run, AFRICOM should take care to ensure that its aid does not end                 

up empowering national militaries from deciding to “go it alone” and neglect their             

contributions to regional forces. One policy solution could be to make some bilateral             

military aid conditional on the recipient nation meeting a certain threshold of engagement             

in regional peacekeeping efforts, thus allowing the US to boost allies in strategic locales              

while not endangering the cohesiveness of superstate missions.  

In addition, AFRICOM should “continue to increase training assistance on          

multilateral terms through the African Standby Force and its five regional brigades, e.g.,             

through battalion and brigade-level exercises, command post exercises, and         

US-supported peace training centers in each region” (Brown 2013, 82). The African            

Standby Force (ASF) is an in-development continent-wide framework for a standing           

army of AU peacekeepers ready to be deployed on short notice to conflict environments.              

15 African Standby Force 
16 African Peace and Security Architecture 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?zek52D
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?BlXCDB
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Established in 2003, the ASF remains unready for deployment due to a lack of              

cooperation mainly from Central and North African states (Ani 2018). Rapid response is             

a crucial element of containing emerging threat environments, so the lack of an effective              

ASF constitutes a blind spot in the AU’s security architecture. To ensure that it gets the                

most benefit from a security partnership with the AU, the US should continue to use               

whatever means it can to make sure the ASF becomes fully active. 

The US and the AU have many near-term interests in common and identifiable             

policy options they can employ to maximize benefits from their relationship. In general,             

such a relationship would be highly beneficial for the US. But what if the AU were to                 

evolve significantly beyond its current capabilities in an increasingly multipolar world,           

almost to the point of becoming a unitary state? In the final section of this thesis, I will                  

briefly consider, in the most lucid terms currently possible, what a US-AU relationship             

would look like in the long run, several generations from now, with many defining              

factors of their international relations greatly changed. 
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Conclusion: The Long View 

It is a generally acknowledged fact among scholars and politicos that the            

distribution of world power in the 21st century is gradually shifting from a situation of               

US-dominated unipolarity to one of multipolarity. As a result of domestic political            17

dysfunction, popular distaste for interventionism, mistrust of diplomacy and international          

institutions, and loss of international credibility for failed wars in the Middle East, and              

the chaotic administration of Donald Trump, the US faces a gradual decline in its              

aggregate power relative to rising actors such as China, Russia, Turkey, Brazil, and India.              

Although these new powers, with the possible exception of China, are not currently             

positioned to take on the status of global superpower, their increasing diplomatic,            

military, and economic clout allow them effective hegemony over regional spheres of            

influence, and are increasingly able to interfere with US interests on a local basis.              

Commentators continue to dispute whether US global influence will be permanently           

tarnished or merely faces a temporary low point; however, the US’ ongoing strategic shift              

from the global War on Terror to near-peer conflict indicates that the US is cognizant of                

the increasingly precarious nature of its global stature, and has begun to adjust its outlook               

accordingly. 

As such, Washington would do well to consider how an Africa rising to political              

and economic unity and power over the course of the 21st century would impact              

American long-term interests in a multipolar world order. While such a situation would             

seem far-fetched at the moment given Africa’s current state of development, as            

17 See Kupchan 2003; Kagan 2008; Drezner 2019 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?pZupYF
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previously mentioned, other states have accomplished even more dramatic rises to power            

in world history. China, for example, went from being a decentralized, rural backwater at              

the mercy of foreign occupiers at the beginning of the 20th century to a major global                

power by the end of it. With its aggregate annual GDP of $2.5 trillion, Africa already                

seems a superpower by comparison, in spite of its similar state of balkanization. Even              

Samuel Huntington, in his landmark 1993 essay “The Clash of Civilizations?”, puts            

forward Africa as one of the world’s eight major political, historical, and cultural regions              

between which future geopolitical faultlines will likely form (2013, 5). 

Several authors have already made predictions as to how Africa as a unitary actor              

would affect US interests in the coming decades. Reuben Brigety suggests that a united              

Africa, driven by a Cold War-era legacy of suspicion about the motives of US foreign               

policy, might be driven to “act against US priorities [...] by supporting adversarial             

Chinese or Russian positions in the UN Security Council and elsewhere” (2016, 166).             

Brigety puts forward the 2013-2014 rejection of International Criminal Court jurisdiction           

by a number of AU states as an example of how African governments working in concert                

have already upset US priorities. However, he goes on to mention that the US’ relations               

with the AU also have the potential to shape up like its relations with the European                

Union: “Any differences between the US and the EU on matters such as World Trade               

Organisation disputes or the wisdom of the 2003 Iraq War have been overshadowed by              

the strong cooperation they have demonstrated in other areas, such as in jointly fighting              

piracy off the Horn of Africa and in responding to the Ebola crisis of 2014” (2016, 166).  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?iECIyv
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?VPXOV9
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Focusing more generally on international political competition, Ludger Kühnhardt         

observes the high degree to which Africa’s relations with the US and China as well as                

rising Global South powers India and Brazil have experienced “securitization, if not            

militarization” (2014, 156). In addition to the previously discussed elements of US and             

Chinese military engagement with Africa, Kühnhardt observes that India and Brazil have            

been courting African military cooperation in areas of shared interest, namely in            

promoting maritime security by combating pirates and drug traffickers. India and Brazil            

have engaged in joint training operations with African countries, leased mainland and            

island facilities, opened intelligence-sharing agreements, and “[s]ome speculate that         

Brazil might ponder a Southern Atlantic equivalent of NATO” (2014, 156). Although for             

the moment these partnerships should hardly be considered a threat to the US (and              

indeed, the US tends to look favorably upon combating pirates and drug traffickers), in              

the long term they offer a united Africa more options for forming great-power alliances.              

In particular, a “Southern Atlantic equivalent of NATO” would be problematic for            

Washington, as it could potentially deny US military forces room to operate in the              

Southern Hemisphere. Such a development, or any great-power alliances involving          

Africa, would have to be taken in the context of the US military’s size, operational needs,                

and Washington’s strategic goals. However, the possibility demonstrates that the US           

cannot expect to enjoy total military supremacy forever in a world populated by rising              

powers, and should begin to assess Africa’s ability to be a strategic competitor or              

obstacle. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8SKZBd
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One prediction that can be made with relative certainty is that a united Africa is               

unlikely to be an expansionist power, even if it attains the political and economic stature               

of today’s US, China, or Russia. Henry Kissinger argues that great powers tend to make               

decisions based on their conception of “world order,” “the concept held by a region or               

civilization about the nature of just arrangements and the distribution of power thought to              

be applicable to the entire world” (Kissinger 2015, 9). These concepts are developed             

throughout a polity’s history through its interactions with other actors and its            

development of its own political culture. Thus, Kissinger suggests that the US exhibits             

expansionist behavior (albeit within the bounds of the Westphalian state system) because            

of its Jeffersonian ideal that it was destined to be an “empire for liberty,” or a “shining                 

city on a hill” (2015, 234-236). Russia is similarly expansionist because of its own              

historically dynamic borders and constant threat of invasion: “In Russia’s experience of            

history, restraints on power spelled catastrophe” (2015, 52). Africa, however, has no            

historical or cultural predisposition toward expansionism. While it is true that many of             

the ancient African empires -- such as the Ashanti, Zulu, and Buganda -- were              

territorially expansionist and did not balk at conquering other civilizations, any           

imperialist discourses structuring their view of political order were nation-specific, and           

were submerged by the harrowing experiences of slavery and European colonialism on            

the African continent.  

Pan-Africanism, on the other hand, is the politico-cultural ideology structuring          

conceptions of world order for the continent at-large, and would manifest in the political              

behavior of a united African state. Unlike Ashanti, Zulu, or Buganda ideologies -- or              

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qecYj2
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Russian and American ones -- it conceives of a world order where “just arrangements”              

for power are ones where non-interference and positive neutrality manifesting in active            

diplomacy are universal practice. With its modern political thought defined by the            

experience of foreign expansionism in the form of colonialism, Africa has known only             

disaster from aggressive power politics, and would naturally conceive of little benefit in             

pursuing expansionism itself. Its political conduct, as Opeyemi Ola suggests, would be to             

a large degree biopolitical rather than geopolitical (1977, 239). In practice, this            

preference would likely manifest in great concern by the African polity for global human              

security coupled with a staunch defense of national sovereignty within reasonable limits,            

informed by its own experiences with the human rights atrocities made possible by             

runaway non-intervention. The US and other nations, then, would not have to worry             

about united Africa being an active threat to global security or any standing balance of               

power. Guided by its legacy of Pan-Africanist thought and non-expansionist view of            

world order, it is likely to be a relatively peaceable actor on the international stage. 

One final consideration for US-Africa relations in the long term is that            

Pan-Africanists have defined continental unity as the ultimate step towards political and            

economic self-actualization. They believe that overcoming the continent’s current state of           

balkanization is essential for securing economic prosperity, racial unity, and the respect            

of the outside world. In this sense, Pan-Africanism is “at once a philosophy of abundance               

and an ideology of freedom” (Ola 1977, 261). As a nation that was founded on the                

principles of “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness,” and government “from the             

consent of the governed,” the US should wholeheartedly support Africa’s unificationist           

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?aTIokH
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KED3vW
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vision as a matter of principle. Although a powerful, united Africa could be a potentially               

unpredictable factor for US policymakers in an increasingly multipolar world, the US            

should recognize that its own historic aspirations of freedom, prosperity, and effective            

government are also Africa’s. It can -- and should -- respect and encourage Africa’s              

progress while crafting constructive foreign policy in pursuit of its own global interests. 

Taking full consideration of the many uncertainties afoot in the international           

system and the difficulty of fully predicting geopolitical trends, I conclude that a             

politically unified Africa in the tradition of Pan-Africanism will likely benefit the United             

States’ interests in the short term and be an unpredictable, if likely peaceful factor in the                

long term. It will benefit the US economy by increasing the number and quality of trade                

and investment opportunities (in spite of possibly raising some commodity prices). It will             

also strengthen the US strategic position by maintaining effective peace and security            

architecture while keeping Chinese military activity in check and ensuring strategic           

minerals access. Guided by its Pan-Africanist tradition, it is unlikely to be an aggressive,              

expansionist actor when it comes to a position of geopolitical power. Of course, in a               

multipolar world, the alliance preferences of a united Africa cannot be known for certain.              

However, these optimistic outcomes are dependent on the US crafting farsighted policy            

that engages with the African Union and Africa’s Regional Economic Communities as            

legitimate actors with global influence that represent the worldview and aspirations of            

many Africans. Although many Africans are rightfully frustrated at the slow progress of             

the AU system, its legacy as the 21st century manifestation of Pan-Africanism grants it              

an importance far beyond its status as an organization. Treating it as such will not only                
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prevent Washington from being blindsided by the ongoing shift in African politics toward             

multilateralism, but will help it atone for its perception as an imperialist power in the eyes                

of many Africans, including my classmates at the University of Cape Town.  

In many ways, the US already does take a multilateralist stance toward Africa,             

despite the Trump administration’s professed philosophy of bilateralism. The US          

recognized the value of multilateral African security cooperation during the Cold War,            

and now deploys AFRICOM to enhance the capacities of AU and REC forces in their               

fight against insurrection. It was the first non-African country to establish a diplomatic             

mission at the AU, and it has Trade and Investment Framework Agreements with several              

RECs. However, it can and should expand its efforts beyond these first tentative steps.              

The policy guidelines I outline in Chapter 3, such as engaging with the AU’s more               

ambitious development projects and moving trade negotiations to a multilateral rather           

than bilateral basis, will benefit Africa by advancing is integration initiatives and the US              

by strengthening its diplomatic position.  

For too long, the US has engaged with Africa as a region of only peripheral               

concern. This position is, and has been, unsustainable. As its constituent countries grow             

in wealth, influence, stability, and integrative ambition, Africa is increasingly projecting           

itself as a center of global power. Transactions, decisions, and international activity there             

are beginning to reverberate around the world like they have not done before. For the               

sake of an effective global strategy in an unpredictable, multipolar world order, the US              

must begin engaging with the Pan-African institutions in greater depth than it currently             

does. The Sankofa is here to stay, and so the eagle must learn how to live in its presence. 
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